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Preface

The Division of Health Occupations Education was established In 1972
within the Department of,Vocational and Tectmical Education. The mission

of the division (is to 'prepare health professionals' for leadership in educe-,
tiortal roles. Hallmarks, of leaders are creativity, imagination 'and vision;
imagination and vision In turn are stimulated by explorlyg, Investigating,
and analyzing promising trends and practices. Firsthand observation of
the profound changes in health care In the People's Republic of China
(PRC) since 1949 and exploration of the factors that led to change Is a
fitting area onnguiry for health ,professionals. The PRC has succeeded in

improving the health of Its people to an extent greater than any pf the
third world couniries. What happened, 'how It happened, and why it'
appened are the topics of this monograph.
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Madge Attwood, Chair
Division of Health Occupatiorft

Education
University of Illinois
May, 1983
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Introduction
In June, 1980: 13 health professionals from 6 different health disci-

. plines and one professor of medical ethici traveled fory6 days through the
People's Republic of China (PRC) studying a portion of China's health care
system represented by health, facilities and personnel In 5 cities and 2
rural communes. Our group consisted of physicians, 6 nurses, 2 physi-
cal therapists, an occupational therapist, a medical technologist, a m'edical
records administrator, a health educator, and a clergyman. The study
totir was an experience based course, "Comparative Health. Systems,"
sponsored by the University of Illinois/Urbana Extramural Programs Office
and the Department of Vocational and Technical Educatio". The purpose
of the ,course was to gain firsthand knowledge of China's remarkable ad-
vances in Illness prevention /Ind health care.

In preparation for their experience, participants were given a reading '

list, a syllabus and a detailed outline of the Itinerary. Recommended as

readings In preparation for the tour were Victor and Ruth Sidel's "Serve
the People," Joshua Horn's "Away With All Pests% and David Lampton's
"Politics of Health, Care in China." Letters of Introduction frorri Spnley
Ikenherry, president of the University of Illinois, and key leaders in allied
health were sent to the minister of public health, to a well-known atdsor
and obstetrician In Beijing, to the president of the Academy of Medical
Sciences in Beijing, and to the Vice Chief of Rul -Jin Hospital In Si)nghal.

We met in Vancouver B.C. the night before departure for China,for a
briefing on Chinese protocol and an introduction to China's medical de-
vetopments since the formation of the People's Republic in 1949. The

following day we flew to Tokyo for an overnight stop at Narita airport.
' From there we flew to Beijing, arriving at about 9 p.m. Our Chinese
hosts, eager to make us feel Welcome, greeted us at our hotel with cake
and a Chinese version of Ice cream! ThroGghout the tour of the PRC we
were accompanied by a Chinese speaking American guide, 2 national guides
and in each city by at least two local guides.

We stayed 5 days in Beijing, from there flying for a 3 day visit to

Hefei, a city of 'about 500,000 opened to western tourists only since 1979..
from Hefei we flew to Nanking for 3 days, then to Shanghai for 4 days,
traveled by rail to Canton for an overnight stay, and Concluded our tour

f

In Hong Kong.
Although two of our prospective hosts had responded to the letters of

Introduction with invitations to meet with them, we learned .that specific

appointments had to be made after we arrived In China by the kicalauldes
in each city who arranged the itinerary. This produced a high degree of
uncertainty and for is time we wondered If our Invitations would be hon-
ored. The local guides seemed to have a substential amount of authority,
our arrogant Beijing guide only reluctantlyarranging a meeting with Dr.
Huang Chin-Ssu, president of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences,
after I had requested the meeting daily, explaining the purpose of our trip
each time. However, after Beijing*, the two national guidets accortspainylng

Ju3i COPY AVAILABLE' 5



us throughout our stay wrote ahead to local guides in each city and were
able to arrange seminars, informal meetings with health personnel, and I

tours of health facilities that exceeded our expectations.
We spent many hours each day observing different aspects of health

care in the cities, the factories, and the communes. Our national guides
were tireless in answering questions and on several occasions:Filet with us
for evening seminars. Until our fatigue level became too great, we came
together each evening as a group to process Our observatiOns and share
our perceptions.

Formal seminars were arranged with Dr. Huang Chia-:Ssu In Beijing,
president of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, and With Dr. Tang
Cheng-Ilua, of Shanghai f6 Hospital, a specialist In the replantation of
severed limbs. At Shanghai's ftui-Jin Hospital we spent a morning with
three physicians and a nursing administrator, They were Dr. Ssu

Chia-Yu, Vice Chief and specialist In internal medicine., Dr. Chang

Chuari-Kiun, Chief of Dermatology,' Dr. Tsung-Kuang, Vice Chief of
Dermatology and Madame Ssu Chia-Yu, Director of the School of Nursing.
At Double Bridge Commune near Beijing and at Dong Fang Hong commune
near Hefei, wiconferred with medical and nursing staffs and visited the
commune medical facilities. In Nanking we were taken to the Mei-Shan
ironworks factory where we toured the factory, the school, and the hos-
pital, discussing with staff the use of acupuncture to treat medical condi-
tions, e success rate in replantatlon of severed limbs, and the utilization
of health rvices by factory workers.

Dr. Iluang Chia-Ssu met with us at Capitol Hospital In Beijing for a 2
hour overview of China's health care policies and her health care history.

(tluangla cheerful older gentleman with twinkling eyes, a delightful
smile, a sharp sense of humor, and perfect command of English, greeted
us In what we began to consider the Chinese "uniform " -gray slacks and
white short sleeved shirt. Our group had decided before this meeting that
all queries would be channeled through me as the leader of our group.
Prior to the. seminar, we formulated questions, trying to choose those that
reflected the common interests of our Varied members.

The lack of status differences' In China was forcibly brought home as
Cr:/ we obsetved our female guide correct Dr. Huang on a point of history Inrri the n iddle of a minHecture. They engaged, ariparently quite amicably, in

peer dialogue. I found it difficult to imagine such an exchange between a
tour guide from an AmerNn travel agency and the president of the

American Medial Association.
Among the many topics discussed, Dr. Huang shared some of his

concerns about medkal preparation ac well as information on the origin of .
barefoot doctor preparation, preparation of nurses, preparation of other_,
allied health workers, and implementation of the four tenets of health
policy. The four tenets: serve the people, use mass campaigns, empha-

CD size prevention, and integrate traditional Chinese and Western medicine

have served as the framework for China's preseht health policies. ''
At Shanghai Hospital f6 we participated In an ail-morning seminar on

the replanration of severed limbs-, Interviewed 3 former patients, each of
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.,
whom had successfully4pad either an arm or a leg replanted, and, when

taken on surgical rounds, conferred with a patient who had lost atl the
fingers of both hands, Two toes had been attached' to the stump of his
right hand, permitting him to write and grasp 'and thus to be self-
sufficient, *

In Shanghai, Dr. Ssu Chia-Vu arrapged for us to participate In a.4
hour seminar. Our host, a highly respected Internist and fluent linguist,
had been selected in 1979 to spend a year at the University of Missouri as
an Edgar Snow scholar. The sethInar, Included participation In patient
rounds on the medical ward, discussion of, the preparation of health per-
sonnel, and observation of a minuscectomy in which acupuncture was used
to produce anesthesia.

Directed by our host, we donned surgical gowns and boots and wit-
nessed the surgery from an enclosed visltar's gallery. The patient had
been given traditional preoperative medication. When she arrived in sur-
gery sedated but awake, 2 acupuncture needles were inserted, one In the
thigh and one in the lower lumbar region. The needles were attached by
tiny wires to a galvanometer whJch supplied a minute amount of electricti
current to the needles. A carefully gauged quantity of electricity pro-
vided stimulation at the site of each needle for about 20 minutes, the
Induction period, before the Initial incision was made. The surgeon tested
the anesthetic effect, before making the Incision by asking the patient If
she felt pain when the scalpel was pressed on her skin. When she Indi-
cated absence c$' pain , the operation was begun.

.

1
After the wound was closed we were invited to go Into the operating

theater and talk to the papent. The patient was completely awake, though
tired. We noted a bag of cookies and a Jar of fruit on the anesthetist's
table and were told they were for the patient in case she felt hungry after
the operation! According to Or. Ssu, recent research on acupuncture
anesthesia has shown It to be most effective for orthopedic and, thyroid

4 surgery. Though used frequently In the People's Republic, general anes-
thesia is always kept 'available for emerg&cy use In case the anesthetic
affect ceases in mid-operation. While there are obvious patient benefits In
using acupuncture anesthesia,' such as absence of anesthesra side effects
and more rapid recovery, surgeons tend to prefer chemical anesthetics,
even In China, because the depth of anesthesia can be controlled more
readily.

Our medical hosts were generous with their time and in giving Infor-
mation. They seemed genuinely eager to candidly share both the
strengths and shortcomings of their IteNth care system.

Through comments made by our guides, we gathered that .the Chinese
people can choose whether to receive western style or traditional treatmeht
w1?en seen In a health care facility. We were curious about which was
preferred', so we decided' to conduct a mini-research project using inter-
views to obtain the Information.

' Since none of us spoke Chiqese, our guides graciously translated the
research. questions Into Chinese Characters. Armed with blank sheets of
paper, a pencil, a sentence (In Chinese) explaining what we wanted to do,
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and the questions written In Chinese, two of us set out to contact people
on the street, on trains, and hotel personnel. \The people on the street
acted embarrassed and generally refused to respond. The guides sug-
gested that they may have felt they couldn't write well enough to respond.
On the other hand,, hotel personnel and train travelers were eager. to
cooperite. In all, 15 people were interviewed. These 15 generally agreed
that the'' choice would be based on the aliment; e.g., if one had a broken
leg, a western 'trained doctor would be chosen. However, for a problem
Involving ap Internal organ, such as the stomach, a traditional Chinese
doctor would be the physician of choice. The reasoning was that a stom-
achache would probably require medication; the Chinese herbs used by
traditional doctors work more slowly and don't produce so many side ef-
fects as the powerful western drugs. Although the Interviews could
hardly be considere) an investigation, they had the delightful effect of
bringing us close to people with whom we would probably not have other-
wise made contact.

As is customary with all China tours, our Itinerary included visits to
the great° historical sites In each city, to universities, to local schools and
kindergartens, and to a variety of Industries. While in Belling we visited
the Ming Tombs, the Forbidden City, the Summer Palace, the Great Wall,
arid attended, a lovely ballet, "The Beautiful Lady Who Flew to the Moon."

In Hefei we were duces at a traditional Chinese opera in an audi-
torium that seated about 2,000 people. In Nanking we visited the iron-
vffrks factory, an embroidery factory, and several temples; In Shanghai Ivo
observed the great Shanghai harbor, a jade factory, a carpet factory, an

ivory factory, and attended an exquisitely lovely operatic concert in the
evening.'

Hefei, located between Peking and Nanking, had had western visitors
for only one year. Selected to become a technological center in China, it
boasts a Polytechnic University, att opesra, many primitive streetside
shops, and a half million gentlerf curious people. Wherever we walked,
hordes of, peop!e soon followed, some of whom pointed at us and giggled.
When we asked our guides the meaning of this behavior, we were informed
that they were wondering who the strangers were with the white faces and
p I y noses! 4rri As part of the requirements, participants who received course creditC/)
wrote a paper analyzing their observations. Three were selected to be
included in tiVs monograph. Dr. Ellen Hooker, former assistant' professor
of health occupations education at the University of Illinois spent a sab-
batical semester In Yugoslavia, studying Its health care system and perceii-
tIvely compares the Chinese and Yugoslavian systems. Dr. Bobby Adams,
professor of medical ethics at Southwestern Baptist Seminary in Fort

tWorth, 'texas, analyzes China's health care from an ethical perspective.
ass Ann McElroy, director of physical therapy at Metro Hyland View

Ex) Hospital In Cle<ind, Ohio was Interested In rehabilitation df the disabled,r- and made some pointed observations about the core of tho physically dis-rrl
abled. Finally, I have attempted to examine the bases for Cnlna's success.

two In revolutionizing her health care systern and to raise some questions about
the future.
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We Invite you to reflect with us on these 4 perspectives of health
care in the People's Republic of China.

Madge Attwood, Chair
Division of Health Occupations

Education
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I ntroduet ion

The health system, of the Peoples Republic of China (PRC) resembles
in many respects the health system of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslayla (SFRY) It is Ititeresting that these two nations, one In Asra,-
the other in' Europe', have developed 'parallel health care systems designed
to reach the total population and geared to prevention of disease rather
than treatment of acute conditions. This paper will address some similari-
ties and differences between the two systems. Areas addressed are: 1.

brief descriptions of the two nations; 2. organization of the health

services; 3. education of doctors, nurses, and other health profes-
sionals; and 4, some personal observations of the two nations.

These comparisons and contrasts are limited by two factors. First, I

spent four months in. Yugoslavia and only sixteen days in China. Fur-
thermore, I had many- opportunities to visit with private citizens In

Yugoslavia which permitted me to discuss with them their per'ceptIons of
and reactions to the Yugoslavian health service. , I also had the advantage
of studying the healtrr care system In Yugoslavia as an individual, whiCh
allowed me greater freedom to question my hosts. In China, I was a

member of a group. The direction of the questioning often prevented
obtaining Information. For example, none of our group asked the cost for
'a. hospital-day In China.

A second limiting factor concerns the lack of data related to the

health care system. Without data related to the medical system that ex-
isted in China prior to the establishment of the People's Republic of China,
many viable 'comparisons are Ampossible.' For example, annual data exist
for numbers of Yugoslavian health care workers and health care facilities,
ratios of. physicians to 10130 population and hospital bed per physician,
from .1939 to the*present. Cowparable statistics are not avalialbe for the
PRC. Consequently, much inforriiation related to the Chinese health sys-
tem 1,,s generaT In nature, verballx presented, and 'not subject, to substanti-
ation. Nevertheless, meaningful as well as interesting comparisons between
the, health systems of the SFRY and. the PRC can be made.

Brief Descriptions of Yugoslavia and China
Brief descriptions of Yugoslavia and Chins have been Included In.

order to make the comparisonsobetween their.health systems more meaning-
ful. Attempts to compare the health systems, developed by these Socialist
nations following the Second World War are facilitated when information Is
related to common denominators.

Yugoslavia

YugoSlavla is a relatively small 'multinational country created after the
First World War. It has an area of 98,766 square miles, roughly 2.7% of
size of the United States, or not quite *as.large as the states of Kentucky
and Florida combined. The population of syugoslavia was listed as

22,083,000 .(est), by the United Nations In 1979. 'After World War II,. the
Independent Socialist rep.ublics of Bosnia-lierzeigovina, Croatia, Macedonia,

\Montenegro, Serbia, and Slovenia and the two autonomous Socialist prov-.
inces of Kosovo and Vojvodina (which are constituent parts of Serbia)

11
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voluntarily united under principles of mutual solidarity and a determination
to cpnstruct a socialist loClety of self-:management. The First Constitu-
tIonal Assembly convened January 31, 1946 to draft the First CoastitutIon
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Marsha { Tito (JosiR Broz)
was President of the SFRY and President of hie League of ,Communists for
Ilfe. 2 He died In 1980.

Seventy-five percent of Yugoslavia is mountainous, with sixty-four
percent of the population classIfiesi as rural.3' The populklon, IS young
with Ihe mean age In 1971, 32.3 years and a life expectancy (19.72i at
birth of 70.2 years. The birth rate has been relatively Oigh following
World War 11, ranging from-28.4 litre births per 1000 in 1948 to 18'..2 In
1971. During the same period, the mortality, rate dropped fpm 13.5 to 8'41 '

pper 1000 for a natural rate of increase from 14.6 In 1948 to .9.5 In 1971.
Thirty percent of the..populatIon ranges from 0 - 18 years of age:4

.Prior to the Second World War, Yugoslavia was an 4 undeieloped,
agrarian country. At Hie end of the war, the nation was devastated.
Approximately 1,700,000 persons or .eleven percent of the population hid
been wiped out, twenty-one percent of the houses had been destroyed
together with thirty-six percent of the factories, seventy-six percent of
rail stock, 28,000 km of roads, etc; Every, mine was damaged or de-
stroyed; harbors and airfields we're put out of commission. The,communi-
cation system was wiped out. Hospitals were not exempt from destruction
by the fascist occupation forces.. Of the 210 hospitals tha \,existed lin

1939, 64 (30%) were completely demolished and another 115 (-55') severely
damaged. As the Nazis retreated, they not only strippIP thit medical

establishments of all portable equipment, but smashed what'had to be left',
behind including instruments, smeltery facilities and even window glass.
Libraries, schwls, and universities were special targets for destructloh.
Physicians, scientists, and faculty' were among the flPsVgroups killed br

CCPm imprisoned. The Germans had .anticipated that once the leadoss were
removed, the population would capitulate, which it did not, The Inability .

of ,the' Germans to subjugate the people -'required them to maintain their
armies In Yugoslavia. Instead of supplying their forces with food from.
Yugoslavia, food had to be diverted to their troops in the country.
Partisan groups wrested areas from fascist control throughout the War.
This so infuriated German military leaders, that their destruction of the

>1, country wes ruthless and malicious. For example, prior to its withdrawal
from Belgrade, the Germans burned down he College of Philosophy at the
University of Belgrade and the thirty institutes, of the Colleges of Agricul

CCI
turo and Forestry.'

rrl Yugoslavia has made the Nhift from an undeveloped agrarian nation to
a "mid- developed" (a teen heard used frequently In -Yugoslavia) Industri-
alized nation with assistance from the United States arAd the Urfilted
Nations, among others. Yugoslavians speak with fondness of General

f
George C. Marshall, who conceived the Marshall plan thnt was instrumental
in Yugoslavia's recovery from the second world war, development end
industrialization of the nation was also assisted_by peace. For the first
tier tin over a thousand years, the constituent nations that make up

1
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Yugoslavia, experienced a thirty7year periqd without Involvement in war.
During a generatiool of peace': the transfo+hation C1f the SFRY was so
rapid., that the nation changed Its status from a recipient of aid to a
provider of aid. Because many Yugoslavians recall the conditions that
existed when theirs was a' backward nation and participated In development
of their country, they can empathize with the plight ot developing nations.
For this reason, many' developing Mien and African nations have looked to

O'ugosiavia for assistance in the development of their agricultural and
health care systems. In fact, in 1978 a delegation of Chinese politicians
and professional experts were in Yugoslavia when we were, to study the
SFRY's self-management system. The United Nations has also enlisted the
expertise of Yugoslavians to provide qidance to emerging "countries seek-
ing to Improve their ability to feed arid. provide medical care tb their
inhabitants. When we_were irr Yugoslavia, the Director of the Institute for
Health Education, Dr. Bratislav Tomic, was "on loan" to the World Health
Organization (W110) as DirectOc of the European Bureau of the interna-
tional Union of Health Education.

Industrialization has presented Yugoslavia with problem's. The

1,923,900 passenger cars, 6 the factories, and the petro-cherkial plants
have given Belgrade the dubious distinction of being a cityrith the high-
est level of air pollution of any city in Europe.? Industrialization has also
brought inflation. In 1979 the rate of inflation was 27% and It went ever
higher 111,1980. As the standard of living in the SFRY rises, so do the
Incidence and death rates from hyptertension,ir strokes, smoking, lung
cancer, psychiatric conditions, suicides, and other., conditions related to
crowding. (Yugoslavia has elected, to solve its housing problem boy build-
ing large apartment house complexes rather than pre-war single family
units.)

People's Republic of China

China, by.cootrast, is the third largest and most populous country In
the world. It has an area of 3,691,521 square miles. The country has a
land area 2% larger than that of the United State. If Taiwan Is Included,
China is 10% larger than the U.S. In 1978, according to official figures,
the population of China was given as 960,000,000. However, an unofficial
estimate of China's population is 1,003,900,000.8 Shanghai, the nation's
largest city, was reported to have a population of- 11,200,000 or over half
as many Inhabitants as the total population of the SFRY .9

China was engaged In a Civil War from 1946-1949. September 1, 1949

the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference convened in Belling
to establish a new government. On October 1, 1949 the People's Republic
of China was formed with Mao Tse-Tung, Chairman of the Communist Parfy
and ChM' En-Lal, Premier and Foreign Minister.. Both leaders died In
1976. The PRC consists of 21 provinces (22 if Taiwan Is Included), the
three municipalities of Belling, Shanghai, and Tientsin, and five autono-
mous regions. 01

Fighty ,percent of the Chinese live In rural areas11 and ninety per-'
cenNof the population Is located on 1/6 \of, the land mass. This would be

13
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annum. Since the popUizition has also grown about 2% per year, the coun-

CO try has not made much headway. Agricultural production has been accom-r plished with minimum mech nlzation. One great accomplishment of the
Chinese has been to distr.ibfite food so that the differences that existed

11, between the rich and the boor have been eradicated. While none live
opulently, none starve.

Industrial production grew at a rate of about 10% per annum. Again,
the Chinese are reluctant to mechanize too highly because of limited.oppor«
tunities to absorb labor in the cities. At this time, 75% of the people
produce 33% of the national product while 25% of the people produce 61% of
the national product. 16

Although the F'RC has become more Industrialized, the government has
controlled production of consumer goods. As a result, there are only
approximately 50,000 passenger cars In the PRC (In comparison with
16143,960 In SFRYt) but there tyre 77 million bicycles, or approximately one
bicycle for every 12 Chinese. 17 In addition to bicycles, increased produc-
tion of TV's, radios, sewing machines, etc. have resulted In an Increased

analogous to 90-95% (if the- populations of the United States living in the
land area located between the Atlantic Ocean and Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. 12

In 1971, 339,626,000 of the total population of 859,927,000
was under 15 years of age. From. 1949 to 1971, the birth rate dropped
from 45.4 to 34.9 per 1000; the death rate dropped from 33.4 tO 11.8 per
1000; with the natuhal rate of increase rising from 12.0 to 23.1.13 Since
1950, the population of China has increased at a rate of 2% per year."
Those data allow comparisons to bXade with data ,provided by SFRY.
More recent figures provided by PRC indicate that the death rate has
decreased' to 6.29 per 1000 while the average lire span in China has risen
to 68.2. years in comparison to 32 years in 1949. This increase in the life
span has resulted in an Increase in the population of Chinese over the age
of 64 from 15,062,000 in 1949 to 143,760,000 (projected) in 1980.15

China was also fighting for its independepo during the secondwprld
war. From 197-1945 thelphinese fought the Japanese. Destruction of the
country was severe and/billions lost their lives as the Japanese engaged in
a scorched earth /policy. The uneasy truce that existed between the
Kuomingtang (KMT) or Nationalist Party 'and the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) during the fighting against Japan, broke down witt'f the defe'a't of
the JapallKse. From 1946-1949 the KMT and the CCP Pngaged in Civil War.
The CCP won the war, forcing the KMT to retreat to the Island of Taiwan
whore it has ruled as 'the Republic of China since.; 1949. Initially, the PRC
allied itself with thp Soviet Union and was 'oriented to4ard the Soviet form
of economic planning. The PRC eventually broke with the Soviet Union.
Chairman Mao Tse-Tung's Ideology combined Marxism with Chinese national-

.
ism. One of Maofs major depar'tures from Spvlbt doetrine was his reliance
on the peasantry.

Because Mao believed that the development of China was an internal
affair, the PRC has been reluctant until recently to borrow money from the
West to industrialize, anticipating problems in repaying the loans. Conse-
quently, China has Invested its savings (ptoduction growth) in industrial
development. Agricultural production has grown at a rate of 2-3% per

14



standard of Whig, although food, clothing, and housing have remained
relatively unchanged over the years.

As In Yugoslavia, air 'pollution Is a problem. Not only did we see
smog In the cities, but we saw DDT sprayed on trees In Shanghai without
concern for either the crews doing the spraying or the crowds In the
streets who suffered the fallout. We also observed the manufacture of
carpets and artifacts made of Ivory and lade without any protective prac-
tices to limit Inhalation iof dust .by the workers. On the other hand, it
was interesting to see street sweepers wearing Masks to protect them from
Irihalation of dust.

In contrast to the Inflation that has paralled industrialization in the
SFRY, title value of Renminbi (RMB) has remained fairly constant through
government control of prices. )n 1955, the People's Bank of China ex-
changed' the old RMB with new bank-notes at a rate of 10,000:1. Since

then the purchasing power of the RMB has remained stable. For example,

in 1953 yuan 0.368 bought one kg'of wheat flour. Today, yuan 0.37 buys
one kg of wheat flour. 18

Organization of Ileallh Services
Yugoslavia

The health system of Yugoslavia is a tiered system. Services are

provided at the commune, munIcipailty, cegion, )'epublic or province, and
federal levels. The basic unit of the socio-political structure is the com-
mune. Communes combine Into Inter-communal associations or regions to
provide services which for practical or economic reasons cannot' be so well
or easily provided by Individual communes. The. Socialist Republic of
Serbia is divided into nine regions and one hubdred thirteen communes.
The basic commune organizes health services to provide:

1. Public health services to insure safe drinking water; sanitation;
food handling; and prevention and treatment of communicable

diseases.

2. Emergency medical aid.

3. Pre- and post-ntyal care; care during childbirth for mothers;
and pre- and post -natal care of Infants. A

II. Medical supervision for Infants, preschoolers, school children,
youth and workers.

5. General medical aid.

6. Dental care.
7. Health education.

8. Medical supplies for prevention and treatment of Illness and
diseas6.

9. Professional confirmation and diagnosis of death and post-mortem
examlnatIon.19

The basic communes deterne priorities for health services and pro-
grams as well as the type of health institution to provide. The communes

also secure the monies to Implementi 4yrams and plans. The law requires
Involvement of consumers In the determination of health care services and
the scope of benefits provided by law to all citizens, Becnuto the SFRY
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leaves It up to the republics and provinces to in rot and carry out
provisions of the Notional Health Service, and b a o the law mandates

whit coverage, there Is no uniform system of health care in SFRY.
Different regiont have different health insurance funds covering different
benefits, differing networks of health care institutions, and differing
ratios of general practitioners, specialists, and other medical workers to
the populations they serve, Consequently, In order to secure the compul-

sory level of care, more affluent communitV or republics provide financial

support for those that are less affluent. The principle of solidarity is

operative. The SociallsLAutonomous Province of Kosovo and some poorer

commuAtles, for example, reeilvdt funds from municipalities, regions, or
republics as .well as from the Federation. There are separate-systems for

out-patient and, hospital care.
There Is a compulsory system of health Insurance In the SFRY, fi

nanced by cObtrIbutions from workers; taxes levied on the gross Intorno of
work associations; and monies provided by the republics and provinces.
Prickfk to 1979, a double system of health Insurance existed. Agricultural'

workers and the self-employed (lawyers, artists, clergymen, craftsmen,
,

actors. singers, shopkeepers, etc.) received fewer services than their

counterparts In work organizations and paid more for them. Since 1979,

all workers, those In work organizations, those In agriculture, and the
self-employed, pay the same rates for the same services. Coverage for

-Nagricultural and self-employed workers is arranged contractually. The

exact rate varies from year to year and from region to region... Becauie

Yugoslavians pa%t for compulsory health Insurance, they do not pay for

medical treatment. Between 6.2% and 6.8% of the gro.s4 national product

goes to pay for health care.2°

The health system Is socialized.'" All health .institutions Including

pharmacies and pharmaceutical companies became socially owned In 1948.

All health care workers are employees of the state. 'The private prete
of medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy was abolished, by law IA 1961.

Healthcare personnel are salaried workers of the hospitals, polyclinics,

health centers, etc. that employ them" These InSitutions devefo'p one-

. and five-year plans and submit them to communities precifying services to

be Fir ovlded arsi the rate of payment, Providers and consumers .negollate

terms until consensus Is reached.
The domzdravIlLt. While the basic unit of the socio-political structure

Is th commune, the basic unit of the health service is the dom zdravila or

house f health. By 1980 every commune will be served by a doqiioxyravila

(DO. The 1)1 concept was the brainchild of Dr. Andri)a Stamper, Who in

1937 had evolved the concept of social medicine, or the discipline that

studies the relationship between health and the cultures (social systems)

and social events that shape them. He established an experimental DZ In

Slavonia, Croatia before the Second World War, Physicians were employed

by the state to deliver primary care. After the war, Dr. Stamper helped

write the constitution of the World Health Organization (WHO) and was the

president of 4he first assembly of the W110.21

1 6
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Dom% Ldravila In large communes have ambulances and health stations
as satellite centers scattered throughout their areas to better serve the
population. Ambulances are the smallest health center units. They are
stationary health facilities staffed by nurses and possibly nurse midwives
which are visited by physicians on a regular basis. Ambulances must be
provided by law to serve 2000 or more inhabitalbts located from 5 km on
poor roads or 10 km on goods roads from a health center.. Health stations
are small clinics' staffed by nurses, general practitioners, specialists
(obstetrics-gynecology, pediatrics, etc.), deqtists, pharmacists', and

laboratory technicians.
I visited the VI Dom Zdriavila serving the commune Vozdovac in

Belgrade on October 4, 1978. On April 6, 1944, even before the,,,end of
the War, decisions were made to establish a DJ In the commune, The

Commune was then served by 'an ambulance. The DZ serves a population,
of 180,000 In aN area of 14,936 hoctares. The area served is primarily
agricultural (86%) with 24%in the city or In eight small- villages in the
Immediate environs. The staff numbers over 600e including 220 physi-
clans, 300 nurses and other health *workers trained at the secondary

medical school level, with the remainder office staff and unskilled workers."
The DZ Vozdovac would be somewhat analogous to i scaled down version of
the Carle Clinic Association, Urbana, Illinois, with respect to the services
provided. The Vi Dom Zdravila has 41%7 ambulances and health stations
with four more health stations planned. There is no hospital within the
commune so clients requiring hospitalization are referred to appropriate
medical centers or hospitals in the region. Treatment may also be *recom-

mended in one of the hundreds of state owned spas or health resorts.22
A Yugoslavian with a health problem consults a general practitioner at

an ambulance, health station, or DZ. After an examination, which may
inslude lab and x-ray studies, the individual may be treated and.released
or referred to a specialist for further examinations and treatments. If
hospitalization r surgery is recommended, the client will be admitted to an
appropriate hospital or medical center. A separate staff of physicians
cares for hospitalized patients. Physicians at out-patient facilities do not
have hospital privileges.

Once released from the hospital, the patient is sent back to the

general practitioner (GP) for follow-up care. A written report summariz-
ing diagnoses, examinations, treatment and recommendations is sent to the
GP. The patient may -aitg% receive a copy of the rot:Wt.. Prescribed

medications ere obtained from pharmacies at little or no cost. If rest and
relaxation are recommended, Yugoslavians are entitled to care and treat-
ment at any of the spas or rest resorts, all expenses paid, including
travel. 23 Patient records are kept at the out-patient health facility,
When residents move, they take their health records to the health facility
In the new commune. every yugoslavlon is issued n tsmall, green,
passport-sired health recorit book. The book Is presented when health
services are sought and appropriate entries made. The health records for
a lifetime are recorded In the green books.'
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The PRC also has a tiered system of health servies. The lowest level
of health care Is provided by health workers at the productiori team or
urban residential unit, Health stations serve pr'oduction brigades and

(urban neighborhoods, The third tier, is the commune or urban-district
level. Health deitartments as well as hospitals and clinics serve the popu-
lation at this level. At, the county or municipal level, the fourth tier, .40'

health departments, hospitals, Niel medical schools are provided. Finally,
at the provincial or large-.city level, health departmentsi hospitals., anq

umedical colleges are provided. The Ministry ortlealtb at the Central Level
directs the medical system with the. local health departments responsible forI
supervision of medical personnel and facilities at their respective
The most advanced medical care' and training arb pro'vided at proVincial

hospitals and medical colleges although general hospitals at the .county/mu-
nicipal...level provide the greatest volume of hospital care and ate medical
schools, while less advanced, train large numbers of auxilliary medical
personnel. There Is at least one general hospital In each of the 2,000 or
so counties. The system of commune and district hospitals has yet to be

af
<

developed, with commune hospitals -in some areas serving as little more,
than out-patient clinIcs.24 All of the 55,000 people's communes have
clinics and almost all 600,000 production brigades have medical stations.
Clinics and medical stations are collectively owned. The two commurfe

hospitals/ we visited did offer In-patient services as well As surgery, and

10 .

the Mel-Shan Iron Works Factory Hospital was fairly large offering a wide '
.0 range of services including sophisticated surgery for replantation of limbs

and digits. . .

,The PRC has neither a national health insurance system nor a national

hea h service. In this respect, It Is more similar to the U.S. than to the
SFR . H aAh care is financed collectively. That is as public funds are(1-

accumulated theough collective labor, the living standard and with It the
health care conditions implove. In this respect, China resembles the
SFRY. China has three separate types of health Insurance programs for

CO industrial workers, governmInt workers and agricultural worker's, with

rn provisions as follows:
(../)

. --1 1. Industrial workers: free medical' treatment with the exception of
hospital meals and expensive medicationo; pay, 50% of cost ofC)

C)

#

..-.7:.

r
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dependents' health care.

2.` Government employdes: free medical treatment except for hos-
pital,, meals and oxpensIVe medlcinew, no coverage for .depen-
dents.

, 3. Agricultural workers: program of self-Insurance developed by
each of the 50,000+ agricultural cooperatives. y Poor communes

ti
offer minimal benefits and may not cover depepdents; 10% of

workers. are not covered.
Decisions made by the central government have determined the health

care system' In the PRC. Because the Pito' e's Government elected to
concentrate Its resources to develop heavy I dustry, limited funds were
available to develop the health care system. The central government also

8
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elected Ito promote medical system that would provide all people with
relatively inexprinsIve, technologrcally simple). and out-patlent oriented
health care. In many respects this parallels the early phases ,of the health
system in Yugoslavia. SFRY mandates minimal health benefits by law, but
permits each work association to negotiate with health care providers for
extended benefits. In the SFRY hospitals are state owned, whereas in the
PRC the hospitals are Independently owned by the communes, provinces,
and !Tit governments.25 The SFRY, however, does cover all segments of '
the .population while in (he PRC, many children, 10% of the agricultural
workers, and some retirees are without medial coverage. Furthermore,
SFRY has advahced from the old system of covering agricultural, Indus-..
trial, and self-employed persons under separate health Insurance programs
to uniform health .insurence coverage for all segments of the population.
Another point of contrasi4relates to the control of the health system. In

4 the SFRY, cohtrolooves from the commune level up to the federal level,
whereas In the FfkC the control Is vested at the central illevel and moves

Own tu the commune leJel.
.

We were not shown anything comparable to the Y.voslaylan dom
zdravfia. Nevertheless, the emphasis on out - patient care, tin; provision of
health care through agricultural communels, and the relence on barefoot
doctors, to' provide primary care does serve many of the same goals. As in'
Yugoslavia, if the health problem cannot handled by the barefoot doc-
tor, the. patient Is referred to an appropriate health scare facility for

specialized care. The PRC has not developed' a system of state owned
spas or health resorts, as an adjunct to the health services. It is not
likely that it, ever will. One concept that exists In the PRC but not in the
SFRY, Is the blending of western medicine with Chinese traditional medi-
cine. Patients may choose either mode of diagnosis /treatment.

Although the PRC decided to provide basic health care to the Chinese
)people rather thin pattern the health care system after that of the Western
nations, there are indications that this may change in the future. Public'
Health Minister Wan Xinzhang 'stated that Chlnf faces the problems of
renovating and modernizing equipment and upgrading the vocational level

and skills of medical personnel, Forty percent of the health workers
"...have not had 'a sound professional training; their basic knowledge in

LJthis field Is very Fximr.a L6 Scientific research Is Increasing. For example,
J

at iluanshan Hospital, Shanghai, new research institutes for dermatology CO
and neurology, and 'research departments of microsurgery, theoretical

foundatibn of Chinese/ medicine, and four other specialties arebeing devel-
oped. Research efforts are affected ity contacts with professionals from
other countries. Foreign contacts have also resulted In Importation and
modernization' of medical and scientific eqUIpment.27 4">,

, Education of Doctors, Nurses, and Other Health C,Professionals
h---

DecIslohs n nation makes related' to )the services Included In its health (I)
1-1-1care systems determine the types and numbers of practitioners trained..

I
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This in tarn has an lin act,op the educational programs designed to pre -
ti

pare health care workers; that is, whether health care personneti will be
trained on the (ob, educated in secondary schools, or sent to universities
for professional training. Yugoslavia and. China has provided differently
for the preparatiUn of health care workers.

Yu2osiavia

Yugoslavia patterned the preparation of health workers to a large
extent along Western lines. Rellanci on doctors and nurses to provide
health care has resulted in the establishment of new colleges of medicine,
dentistry, and pharmacy and higher medical schoc;ils, which educate
nurses, radiologic technicians, physical therapist, mediCal technologists,
and sanitation technicians.

Education of health professionals. Before the Second World War,

there were three medical colleges, one college of pharmacy, and no dental
colleges. The three medical colleges hid an enrollment of 1814 students.:
There were five 3-year programs for nurses inesecondary medical schools.
By 1973. there were over 19,000 professional students enrolled In eleven
mediae' colleges, three colleges of pharmacy, and two colleges of dentistry.
In addition, there were more than 34,000 students enrolled in 83 four-year
secondary medical schools and four two-year programs in higher medical
schooli. (Higher medical schools are somewhat similar to community col-
leges In the Unite() States). Between 1945 and 1973, Yugoslavia; had
graduated 39,592 .physlcians, 8,607 dentists, ati)i 8,808 pharmacists from

Its professional colleges.28 They have done such a good job, there Is
surplus of professionals In the health fields, especially dentists. Many

dentists have emigrated from Yugoslavia in order to 'practice fdentistry.
Professional education for physicians, dentists, and pharmacists is via

the "narrow door."29 While there are many caodidates, only a few can be
selected. Candidbtes for the three professional schools flake examinations
over their general knowledge of chemistry, physics, and biology. Medicine?

Is the most popular career with law second and economics thirdp and only
the very top students ate selected.30 Five -percent oT the entering classes

In medical colleges are foreign students admitted without taking the en-
co trance examinations and without regard to their academic records. Medical

rrl education Is free. In fact, tuition Is free at all levels of education In
Cl)

Yugoslavia. Living expenses may also be subsidized. ProgrtensiSare six

years long with five years of didactic preparation and one year of clinical
C) experience.
*13 Theoretically, each student has equal opportunity to progress through

elementary and high schools and tote accepted into her/his chosen college
at:: in a university. In brActice, however, children who grow up in urban

" families, particularly cultured families, have a competitive advantage be-
r cause they are less liKely to work it1 the fields or the home than rural
co children; have more pressure from parents to seek a university education;r- have more boles available at, home and hear their parents converse with

professionals. Therefore, many students select another route to medical
school. They attend secondary medical school. Upon completion of the

20
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two-year program, graduates of the secondary medical schools apply for'
admission to medical college and have priority over students from other
secondary school curricula. Even doctor& children elect this route.
Those students not accepted may work as nurses or laboratory technl-.
cslans.

31

.S. a
Upon graduation from medical college, young physicians work as

a
general practitioners. Many have to take,jobs In rural areas, due to the
scarcity of openings in cities. Doctors apply for jobs at hospitals or other
health care facilities. All jobs must be openly advertised. Appropriate
candidates,are Interviewed by a committee and the best qualified'indkdd-

6uals are offered positions.

It would seem that all young doctors In Yugoslavia aspire to become
speclaliets. Specialists make more money, are better respected, and have- .--
more leisure time than GP's. The numbers of physicians admitted to each
of the thirty-one specialty areas are regulated with the final decision Made
by the Secretary of Public Health at the province or republic level.
'Physicians who hrAle practiced general medicine for the prescribed number
of years (the minlmusi is two years), apply to a hospital, DZ,`or medical
center for permission to take training as specialists. Applications are
screened. Doctors may be acceptedNfor their preferred specialty areas,
other specialty areas, or turned down. The names of those accepted are
sent'tp the Secretary of Public Health for finalt approval. HIS/her permis-
sion Is required before an applicant may specialize in one'-of the brInches
of medicine or surgery. Permission usually is granted although the Secre-
tary did refuse to approve training in a specialty area 'in the SOcialist
Republic of Serbia l(SRS). 'The moratorium lasted for/two years. Doctors
who have had their applications for a specialty area turned down a number
'of times, may eventually asl- to sPeciall;e in one of the less popular
branches of medicine or surgery in, order to escape from general practice
in the hinterlands. Fifty percent of all physicians are specialists.32

Education of nurses and allied health professionals :' Nurses and other
allied actittoners take their training at higher medical schools. When I

g
was I Yugoslavia, there were four higher medical schools, located in

- Belgrade, Ljubljana, Zagreb, and Sarajevo. The plan was to have a

higher medical school in each of the six republics and the two autonomous
provinces. The SRS also has twenty-six basic (secondary medical schools)
schools of nursing. In the SFRY there are approximately eighty basic
nursing schools. The nursing programs were in a state of transition in
1978, due to the changes In the general education system. Since the
Second. World War, nursing schools have been a part of the educational
system. The pattern of pight years of preliminary (prhnary and Junior
high equivalent) education followed by tracking at age 15 Is being
changed. No longer will students going to universities attend gymnasia
while those destined for practical training attend special schools. Under
the new educational program, students will receive eight years of pre-
liminary education, followed by two years of beneral educatlop, andflnally
two years of training at speryized high schools. Education in the ipe-
clallzed schools will prepare graduates for employment or to continue their
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educatlob after graduation. In 1978, the new program had been Imple-
rne.nted at the level of the first year of the basic school. Students plan-

ning to become nurses or allied health prdfessionals attend secondary

medical schools. The basic nursing course prepares graduates to work at
the nurse assistant level. Further educational training at a higher medical
school Is required In order to become a n'ase, physical. therapist, radio-
logic technician, medical technologist, or sanitation technician.

It requires two years to complete the nursing program at the higher
medical school. By statute, students must have 450 hours- of theory and
450 hours of clinical experience. The program includes general nursing,
pediatrics, gynecology, obstetrics, public health, and psychiatry. The

Higher Medical School in Belgrade had a full-time staff of ten professctrs,
30-35 nurses and physiotherapists, as well as part-time visiting professors, -

who sit on faculties of medicine and dentistry. There were 180 full-time
students and 400 part-time students. Although approximately 108 of the
students who complete the nursing program in the secondary school are
males, when they enroll at the Higher Medical School mosteof them shift to
the other three programs; physiotherapy, radiologic technology, and

sanItarlans. The faculty at the HighereMedical School stated .the maleS
made these shifts because they did not wan( to pork evenings or nights.

There are no baccalaureate level nursing programs In Yugoslavia.

While nursing faculty are required to have Iniversity degrees, they cannot

oget this preparation In nursing. t. Of necessity, they take degrees In

psychology, philosophy, biology, etc. Director Vec a0d Assistant Director
DiuranovIc are working to develop a College of Nursing at tie University
of Belgrade.' .

f

After graduation from the nursing program, graduates apply for

espiyment. They practice nursing under. supervision. After a year or
two of supervised employment, graduates sit for a state examination for
nurses. Those who pass may practice nursing without superyislon. There

Is a 6hortageibf nurses In Yugoslavia which will be more acute when new
., medical faellities are completed over the next fey' years.33. ,

Health visitors. An innovative health .wor er, the health visitor has
been developed In the SFRY. Health"visltors are nurses who have taken
two additional years of training to prepare for their roles as health edu-
cators and community organizers. They live end work In their geographi-
cally assigned districts. As health educators, they work with families In
such' areas as maternal and child health, nutrition, family planning, etc.
They do not provide nursing care. As community organizers, they work

with neighborhood associations to achieve community involvement and

participation in Identifying and solving health probi Health visitors

are on the staff of DZ!s, ambulances, and health stet! s. Health visitors

lave their own departments in DZ's and the supervisor has equal status
oth department hea1, ds. This concept of nurses as' educators and

rs Is unique. Health visitors function as liaisons between differ-
ent areas of the health system and the client communities. In 1978, there

were, for example, 1000 health visitors in SRS, one for every 5000

Serbians. Serbia hopes to havO'one health visitor for every 2000 villagers
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or 3000 urban dwellers at the end Of the panning period, 1985. Health
visitors are vital to ttie primary health and preventive medicine goals
which form the backbone of the Yugoslavian health care system.

. China

China, On the other hand, selected a different method to provide
health workers. The Central Government elected to provide basic medical
services to the masses of Chinese In cities,. rural areas, and the military.

Therefore, large numbers of semi-skilled health workers had to be pre-
pared as rapidly .as possible to reach the millions In need of this basic
health care. The PRC opted to prepare barefoot doctors on the job. This
emphasis Is revealed in the numbers of health workers trained In the last
thirty years. There were L642,000 doctors, pharrifacists, nurses, and
other technicians in 1980. .Of this number, 1.108.000 were qualified at' the
Intermediate level with 4'36,000 qualified at the top level. Medical colleges
have graduated 388,000 clact6rs, almost 41 times as many as graduated
between 1928 and 1948: Another 800,000 have been 'graduated from middle
schools of medicine, 19 times as many as those prepared between 1928 and
19i . By the'end of 1980, In contrast, 1,575,000 Deasegts (one-third of

c''Whom were women) had been trained as barefoot doctors-. An. additionalel ."
2,819,000 peasants were trained as health workers, and 709,000 as mid-
wives. 34

These data reveal that twice as many peasants tiad been trained
on the Job as barefoot doctors, health workers, and midwives as doctors,:
pharmacists, nurses, and other technicians had been educated by ee dl cal
colleges and middle schools Isf medicine. These data also indicate the
emphasis on providing health care to rural areas. Seventy percent of
state funds appropriated for medical and health purposes are allocated, to
the rural areas.35 *his flgjre,is not excessive considering eighty percent
of the population Is rural. The majority of graduating doctors are as-
signed to work in' rural areas, and thousands of mobile health teams are
sent annually to the rural areas frofi the cities to function in treatment
and prevention programs.

Education of health professionals. In. contrast to Yugoslavia, where
students can enter medical college after graduating from secondary. school.
In China, graduates of senior middle school are expected to engage In
productive labor for a minimum of two years before sitting for university
entrance exams. 36

During the productive working period, young Chinese
study for the "bar exam" or examinations for pdmission to a university.
The examination has a possible 550 points with a score of 300 required for
admission to the curriculum of choice. Only 4.5% of those who take the
exam pass. In many Instances, individuals\ must have the permission of
their production teams/production brigades before they can apply. for
admission to a university for professional education. There are 116 medi-
cal 'colleges In China. Of these, 24 are colleges of traditional Chinese
medicine. With the ,exception of Capital College, Beijing, medical school Is
a five-year program at this time. During the Cultural Revolution, medical
training was reduced to three years4 Capital College Medical School has
an eight -year pror. the longest in China. Students at Capital College
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Z., become teachers. The/top nurses are selected to attend advanced schools,
'or such as the Shanghai Advanced College of Nursing, to pursue a two-year

r- 'course. When we asked students at Beijing Teachers' University how
nurse educators were prepared, we were told that nurses were trained at

CX;)
"special schools."" Medical college teachers are "trained" by medical
colleges, SoThe hospital doctors also teach In medkal colleges.

24

take twp years of premedi al training in Beijing University. Medical pro-

Include didactic a practical education. About half of the medical
stud is a4a women. Medicine is the preferred profession for women.
Males prefer engineering. Medical schools may include the curriculum for
dentistry.' Although medical schools take some of the same courses, the
curricula are separate. Upon graduation, young doctors are assigned to
work In a hospital or arch' Institute.37

Presumably, med I college graduates would also be selected to train
as specialists; although we nexer probed this area during any of our
interviews with medical personnel. However, doctors at the ,bong Fang
Hong Commune` Hospital volunteered some information relative to specializa-

tion. They stated that "doctor" was a general term and included physi-:
' clans and surgeons trained IA both traditional Chinese and Western medi-

cine. Physicians and surgeons took the same course In medical school and

after graduation trained (or their specialties In practice.38
Edtealltht,of nur4es and allied health professionals. The education of

nurses Is a "complicated story" according to Mad4rne Ssu, rector of the
RulJin Hospital School of Nursing. 39 She stated that th "pendulum

- swings." Nursing education has undergone shifts in emphasis. Prior to,
the Cultural Revolution, nurses took' three years of training. This was

shortened to two years during the Cultural Revblution. The curriculum
Chas been increased again is three years. Nursing education Is, therefore,

in a state of transition as the shift is made frco two-year to three-year
Arograms. The first year of nurses' training prOvides students with basic
courses in nursing and pre-clinical medical sciences. During the second
year, .,nursing students' take clinical nursing courses and rotate through
the clinical services in the

;a
hospital. The final year, student nurses work

on the clinical units (wards) as practicing nurses.
As In Yugoslavia, few males go into nursing. Those who do, gener-

ally specialize in psycifiatric nursing, or orthopedics and genito-urinary
nursing. 'This information was elicited when Madame Ssu was asked

whether ...there were male nurses at Rul -Jin .Hospital. She replied tat
,there were few malt nurses because there was no psychiatric servite. She

volunteered the information concerning male nurses entering the other

CO
specialty areas. ,)

Those students who successfully pass their nursing school examine-
Cl) tions are awarded certificates of completion: There is no sy'S'tem of nurse

licensure in the PRC: Graduates are assigned nursing*positions. The

best students are selected to become the future teachers. After gradua-

tion, ttley receive several years of practical experienceo Those who con-
,'tinue to perform at the highest levels of profitiency afe "Invited back" to
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Middle grade or adjunct medical schools.. Our hosts at Rul-Jin Hos-
pital, Shanghai, reported another level of education that prepares nurses

and allied health professionals, the middle grade or adjunct medical school.
Programs at this level are Initially three years long, followed by Oactical
experience. These schools prepare nurses, medical technicians, physical
therapy technicians, etc. These practitioners ail, technicians (middle
grade) who, when qualified, are promoted to the technologist (high grade)
level. The doctors tated that 'criteria wof4d be established In the (Were'
to determine when, t nIcians should be promoted to technOlogis4s. 144 pr.
Huang stated that there are different grades of medical training. Doctors

trained. for three years at secondary medical schools can work In county
and commune hospitals. 42 This Information "plains the separatior of

. medical personnel into graduates of medical colleges and graduates of .

middle schools of medicine." The Rul-iin doctors pointed out that ttee-
year do-ctors were not the same 1% middle-grade medical .persqnnet. ,)Three-
year doctors received their educktion during the CulturAl Revolution.
They are now sent back to medical school far' an add)tlonal year to Iti-
crease their background in the sciences. -

/

I

Training of health rofessionals In rural areas as ppposed to urban
areas. We asked the six doctors on the staff of the Dong Fang Hong*
CoalimuneHospital how much training they had received. We were told that
bne had completed a five-year program, two had completed three-year
programs, and three had been trained on-the-job as barefoot doctors.
Since there Were two assistant doctors on the staff, we also asked about
their training, and were told they had attended secondary medical schools,.

4
'so we call them assistant doctors because, they had not "qualified" as
doctors yet.' We learned:1n response to que%ns about training radiolo-
gists and laboratory technicians, that radiologists studied for three years
In medical schools (presumably middle medical schools). "Radiologists" are
not doctors, but are trained at the eechnician level. Dr. Huang, when
asked If there were categories of health workers other than doctors and
nurses, said some hospitals had physiotherapists. He added that physio-
therapists had not received regular training, "they are nurses, just

vurses" taught by doctors to. function as physiotherapists. In the Com-
mune ,,liospltal , laboratory technicians are trained on-the-job. The
barefoot doctors are selected for laboratory training. Nurses are tra ed
for three years In hospital schools after graduating from junior middle
school (age 15) or senior middle school (age 18). Due to 'their early
admission to nursing schools, the young women training to be nurses must
not be required to work for two years before entering nursing pro-

rwgram4.44

Staff at the. Double Bridge, Commune Hospital stated that barefoot
doctors were for the most part trained on the Job at the production bri-
gade level. Pharmacists at the Hospital also learned on the job. Our
Informant, Dr. Win Tu Wan, had practiced medicine for thirty years. Dr.
Win had received three years of training In the Liberation Army and al-
though "Western trained," had also studied traditional Chinese. medicine for
an additional six.months.
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A house was. pointed out to us as we drove through a commune4 vil-
!age. A number of wheelchairs of assorted styles were parked outside the
house. We" were told that the woman Who lived in thfithouse had received
on-the-lob training, treating the handicapped,48

In contrast, the physiotherapy department at the Mel-Shari Iron
Factory Hospital was relatively sophisticated. There were several rooms
where acupuncture, moxibustion, ultrasound, diathermy, massage, passive
and .aotive exercises, etc. were practiced. However, a. question' directed
at discovering how many. of the doctors were trained In physiotherapy
produced laughter. Physical therapy Is done by doctors, not..nUrses, at
this 300-bed hospital which has 120 doctors and 140 nurses on staff.. The

Orthopedic Department specializes in reconstructive surgery. and replanta-
tion of severed limbs and digitit. Most injuries are sustained at wr:frk or In
traffic accidents. Nurses have been sept to thliversity hospitals receive

from six to twelve months of specialized trainIng-in treatment of burns,
orthopedics, etc.46

It would appe.ar that the level of Sophistication of medica treatment,
professional education, and health care, In general varlet In r pi commune
and factory hospital's acCordihg to finances and needs. Fietaith workers
trained on the job work as barefoot doctors, pharmacists, and technicians,
In laboratories, x-ray oft physiotherapy departments In poorer communes or
where the small numbers of patients warrant less training. On the other
hand, wealthier communes and factorles0Where large numbers of Injuries
require highly specialized services have pertonnel trained at universities,
nursing schools or middle medical colleges. At the Mel Shan Iron Factory
Hospital, physicians perform physiotherapy rather than a woman trained on
the job, as was the case at the Double Bridge CoMmUne village.,,

Barefoot doctors.. Yugoslavia developed a unique health practitioner,
the health visitor. The PRC has developed Its unique member of the
medical team, the barefoot doctor.. The role of the barefoot doctor Is very
different from that of the health visitor, although both 11.inction as health
educators and community organizers, and although both function in the
area of primary care. The barefoot doctor has a dual role as a worker In
a production brigade and as a health care worker. Furthermore, the
barefoot doctor functions somewhat like the medical corpsman in the Urilted
States armed services. The Chinese equate them to paramedics.47 Chang

co describes the barefoot doctor as a new socialist concept which developed
concurrently with "co-operative medicine."48 In fact, barefoot doctors

C/) probably originated In the Ching* military. Dr. Norman Betivine had
Chinese "doctors" on the field staff of the 8th Route Army, Chin -Cha -Chi

C.7) Military District In 1939. Allen and Gordon recount the . story of Fong,
Surgeon at Ho Chien Tsun casualty Station. Bethune chastised Fong for
Improperly treating a soldier, with a compound fracture of the leg. He

C later learned that Fong was self-taught,
Was It possible? In an unknown village a buffalo tender had
caught a breath of the world outside his vglage. He had been

D!="'
swept up by an army that fought at the front and taught In the

r 'rear. By on act of sheer self-discipline ho had made himself a
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surgeon, beCause .warnmeant woundse and healed soldiers. Mei)

victorious resistance, and In resistance Fong the .111itgoatiabecame

Fong dal. fu, the. doctor, the eminent one, the niastel'of,.1110. and
.t.learning. 49

Even before Bethune became aware of, FOng's hietory, he, had devel-
aped the concept of training medical orderlies on the .job, tq perform at
higher levels. He told his Chinese medical orderlies:

...At first you will need instruction and 'you will need super-
,s9 vision. So you will need leaders. But you must riot get Into

the habit of being 'supervised constantly. This is only tempo-
rary while you are learning. You must finally be able to super-
vise your own work. So you orderlies go to your leaders, the
chief orderly, the doctors., and 'the nurses and say to them,
"What will I do next' pi me 'what to do. Am I doing this
correctly?" When yoU'' have finished the work you have been
given to do, go to him again and say, "Give me more work."
And after a while, he will get very tired of your insistence, and
to get 'rid of you, he'll make you a nurse. And, when .you're a
nurse, go to the doctor of your team, to your leader, and say,
"Show me how to do this. Am I doing this correctly? Is there

a better way to do it? VOW Is the reason for this way? Give

me more work to do." Then, he in his turn will get very tired
of you and your insistence, Indeed, and to get rid of you, he'll

de make you a doctor like himself. And when you're is,doctor, go
In the Oemo way making a great nolsanpe 'of yourself, creatingo
big disturbance with your °activities, go around eagerly looking
for work. Do the work of two or three other doctors, be con-
stantly studying how to Improve your technique, be constantly

5thinking of the comfort and well-being of your patients... 0

Dr. Huang told us that the first health policy after the revolution
was based upon four principles: 1) To serve the workers, pease", and
soldiers; 2) Prevention first; 3) Union of Western and traditiolei
Chinese medicine; and 4) Integration of health work with mass movement.

When Chairman Mao Tse-Tung called upon health workers tb serve
people In rural areas, there were approximately 90,000 barefoot doctors In
1965.51 Many mobile health teams served the countryside. Now, camera-

,
tive rural health care exists and barefoot doctors are the backbone of the
system. There are 1,600,000 barefoot doctors. Dr. Huang thought the
"emphasis was quite right, to focus on rural health." Barefoot doctors

treat the common diseases occurring locally, give inoculations, and dis-
tribute preventive drugs. They mainly engage In preventive work, while
health workers who receive two to three weeks of training perform first
aid and some 'preventive work, at the production team level. Barefoot

doctors function at the production brigade level, with two or three non-
salariet barefoot doctors per brigade. A few brigades may have as many

as four or five barefoot doctors. Barefoot doctors are ordinary peasants
selected by their predation brigades to* receive training 'on the basis of
their attitude. Selection criteria include unselfishness, pulling the Inter-
est of the collective ahead of personal Interests, boldness of action, and

\
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demonstrated ability to work hard. "They were peasants, they remained
peasants, and they'll remain peasants all their livets."52 The Initial train-
Irig of barefoot doctors is four to six months and is followed by continuing
education experiences. Physicians at the Double Bridge Commune Hospital
informed us that barefoot doctors received training in the winter when the
patient census was down and when their services were not required in the
fields. The level of training barefoot doctors receive can be inferred from
A Barefoot Doctors' Manual .53 The contents Include sections on anatomy
and physiology, hygiene, diagnostic techniques, therapeutic techniques,
birth control, andocommon Chinese medical herbs. The section on anatomy
and physiology has subsections related children and traditional Chinese
medicine.

vatlons

At the present time, the health system of Yugoslavia appears to be
more highly developed than that of China, If Western medicine Is used as
the measuring rod. Both nations have had about the same period of time
within which to develop their systems. However, the PRC sustained a

ten-year setback during the Cultural Revolution, from which It only began
to recover a few rears ago. The Western measuring rod may be appropri-
ately applied to Yugoslavia, a European nation but it may not be appropri-
ate for China, an Asian nation with Its history' of traditional medicine
dating back thousands of years. Nevertheless, comparisons require the
use of common denominators. These denominators may not reveal the whole
picture, especially when the goals of the nations being compared are
different, and If the methods employed to meet these goals are also differ-.
ent. At the risk of being simplistic, I would like to make some personal
observations based upon what I have seen,' what I have learned from
conversations with Yugoslavians and Chinese, and from what I have read.

Political influence

Although both nations were faced with the task of providing elealth
system where none had previously existed, they elected to go about It
differently. Political decisions determined how SFRY and PRC developed
their health care systems and will Influence their future progress. Fur-
thermore, political decisions determined many other aspects of tlae social
and economic systems of both countries which are either directly or Indi-

ctly related to the health care system. For example, the reliance onCOrrl
automobiles in SFRY has resulted in sacrificing trees to Increase the num-...1
bars pf lanes of traffic and to create parking in the cities. Yugoslavians
stated that automobiles mere "eating the trees." The reliance on bicycles
in PRC has been one factor contributing to tree planting. in the Nanking

"04: area, 33 million trees have been planted, 100,000 of them on the main
streets." Cars increase envirorkental pollution In cities, bicycles do not.

Political.decislons have influenced housing, industrialization, military,
public health thrusts, and health gore emphases. The '5FRY has elected to
solve housing shortages by building huge apartment complexes; "human

CO Incubators." Yugoslavians can move from place to place at will to seekr-rn employment, Housing construction cannot keep pace with movement from
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rural to urban areas. While the PRC has built apartments in the cities,
we saw many single family units being Constructed In city and countryside
alike. The Chinese are. less able to move from one area to another becaise
they are assigned lobs by the government. The government has an estab-
lished policy of moving citizens from urban to rural area.

Industrialization has proceeded differently in both countries. Neither
nation was Industrialized at the end of the Second World War, Because

Ugoslavia was not industrialized, there was no established pattern of
confrontation between workers and owners of industry. Therefore, as
Industrialization was accomplished, the central socialist government at the
federal level was able to direct Its development. A model self-management

system evolved which has caused SFRY to be selected by the International
Labor Organization (ILO) and other world organizations to provide assis-
tance and expertise to developing nations, including China. The PRC, on
the other hand, Involved segments of Its population In Industrialization In
unique ways through "cottage" or back yard Industry as a component of
Its Industrialization process. This decision had certain consequences,
among which were accidents and inlurres.

Yugoslavia has compulsory military service. All males must serve time
in the military'. Males have some control over when they will serve.
Those attending universities mays defer service until after, graduation.
University graduates servo one end a half years while non-graduates serve
two years. Every male has reserve status until age 55 years. Yugo-
slavians accept the situation without apparent resentment. It is a duty.
China has a voluntary military systele. It is an honor and a privilege to
serve In any of the Chinese military branches. Each nation has a separate
system of military medical care. In Yugoslavia, civilians may request
admission to military hospitals. These rquests will be granted if bed? are
available. Whether to have compulsory conscription or voluntary enlisthent
were political decisions. These decisions have had an impact upon all
systems, riot, the health system alone.

Public health thrusts have also been politically determined. Each

nation has eradicated many of the common communicable diseases such as
typhoid, malaria, diphtheria, igfasies, and so forth. China as all but
wiped out schistosomiasis. China has also virtually eradicated .veneral
diseases (VD). The manner in which they manage the peoptle made this
possible. The Yugoslavian methods of dealing with the population are
different and they have not been as successfth with their VD programs.
Both countries have a high level of respiratory diseases. Yugoslavia has
been less successful in stamping out tuberculosis (TB) than it had hoped.
The SFRY might have a greater degree of success In reducing the inci-
dence of 113 and other respiratory diseases if It developed antIspittint
campaigns. Yugoslavians spit almost whenever and wherever they please.
Perhaps China could Ivor Its rate of respiratory diseases by enforcing Its
antispittIng regulations. We were told they existed. The only evidence to.

srurb spitting we observed In our trteiel In PRC was In Shanghai. Spit-
toons were con'venlently located on the streets. No concerted efforts to
prohibit spitting were noted In the otter clue* we visited. In fact, we'
saw sputum on hospital and university floors and stairways.
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Political decisions affect antismoking campaigns, birth control pro-.
grams, the determination to eschew nursing home/extended care facilities,

40

immunizing children at school without requiring parental consents, and what
emphasis to place on preventive vs. cure ive health care. Yugoslavia and
China both claim to emphasize the pre enttve and health maintenance
aspects of medical care,. The manner in which they practice industrial
medicine Is different, however. The SFRY appears to focus more on thy
preVention of Industrial diseases and health related conditions. At the
Institute of industrial. Medicine in SRS, not only mere victims of work

%related conditions and accidents treated, but research was conducted into
'methods of preventing such problems as cataraCIT,Tiffartillififer
radiation disease to mention only three. Research findings resulted In
changes In working condition's and the use of protective equipment. In
contrast, the workers in some factories we visited In Shanghai worked
without protective equipment and under conditions we predictal would
cause future sight, hearing, and lung conditions. Most of the woqers In
these factories were young. On the other hand, the medical system In
China has been extremely successful in treating certain industrial acct- 0
dents, for' example, the treatment of burns and replantation of severed
digits or limbs.

The rationale for these dIffeilinces Is rooted In politics. The Yugo-.
slavian workers are perceived to have the right to safe working condi-
tions. Safety precautions change as medical knowledge and Industrial
technology change. In China, allocating medical resources to treat
workers who are victims of industrial accidents springs from a different
political ideolog,.' Dr. Ssu stated that, It was a good educion for
workers to realize that the government placed so much emphasis on saving
the life and productivity of a single worker. He added, "this is syrn-

tp
bollcd."55 The political thought reflected here Is the Importrce of the
workers' productivity, not the rights of workers. Healing workers of
Industrial accidents, or traffic accidents, returns them to 'a productive role
In Chinese society.

Political decisions In the areas of housing, the military, industrializa-
tion, public health and health care are Intertwined. Decisions to spend or
not to spend money In one sector have their impact on the other sectors.
In some instances the political decisions made In the last thirty to thirty-
five years were determined by the history of each nation. Yugoslavla has
been subject to Invading armies for centuries. Sometimes the movement
was from west to east, as with the Crusaders. At other times the surge

'lb
was from east to west, a% with the Turks. The-history of Yugoslavia is
replete with examples of resistance to the Imposition of authority by a few
over the masses. China' was isolated from the Western world until quite
recently. Asa people the maps appeared more resigned to domination by
a few. Western ideas are scrutinized carefully by Chinese before they are
accepted or blended with their traditional Ideas. This melding process has
been occurring In Yugoslavia for hundreds of generations. Therefore, the
nations have devolved different medrcal systems even though their politi-
cal systems are very similar. A factor which may result in even more
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marked differences between the health care systems of Yugoslavia and
China is called the phenomenon of the "second generation" by Yugo-
slavians.

The Second Generation

The Yugoslavians refer to the generation that built the nation follow-
ing the Second World War as the first generation. This was the generation
that pulled itself, and the nation, up by the bootstraps. This was the
generation that made the tools to build the nation. This was the genera-
tion whose guiding principle was solidarity. The second generation, now
entrusted with moving the nation forward to attain Its goals, is the first
generation to live In a Yugoslavia at peace. 'It is the first generation. In
history never to have experienced war. Many of the second generation
continue the dedication of the first generation and operate by the principle
of solidarity. Many do not. Many of the young Yugoslavians, like young
Americans. place self-interest above the Interests of the nation. They feel
they are entitled to employment and aspire to positions that will not re-
quire hard work. Education is free at all bye's, therefore many univer-
sity students Cake six or even eight years .to 4 o m p ie t e a four-year uni-' ,-

versity program, thus delaying entry Into the work force. The rate of
absenteeism has risen, as work conditions and health benefits have Im-
proved. Some administrators with whom I talked attributed absenteeism to
work avoidance.

China shows evidence of the phenomenon- of the second generation.
Conversations with students at the two univerities we visited revealed

frustration and even impatience with the practice of assigning students to
curricula not of their choosing and assigning graduates to Jobs which
determine how they will live for the rest of their lives.

Joshua Horn described his experience in the '50's with a mobile medi-
cal team assigned to build a medical school and hospital in a remote area in
China. The team, a cross-section of the staff taken from the parent 44

hospital, dpg clay, molded and fired bricks (after building the kiln and
cutting the wood to stoke it), laid the bricks, cut timber for the windows,
and doors, etc. Only then, did the team select students with whom they

5%lived as they trained them. This was the first generation. This experi-
ence of Horn's was similar to one recounted by MisovIc.57 He descr)bed.

UJvolunteerng his service when he was a university student, to help build .....1
the hotel Yugoslavia In New Belgrade.

Donation of service continues In both nations. Dr. Ssu, Rul -Jin

Hospital, Shanghai, stated that MI members of the hospital staff once a
week help to clean the hospital. Professlonal and'non7prcifessional workers

Cra
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In Yugoslavia work as team several weekends each year and contribute
their earnings to those 4o have suffered misfortunes, such as victims of >-.

earthquakes. 58 Such service, however, is often expected of workers and C)
C)may not spring from altruistic moves, much as American workers are asked

to contribute their fair share to the United Fund Drive. It will be Inter- I----.
Cr)

esting to see what Impact the second generation will have on the political I,jj o
systems and hence the health care systems In Yugoslavia and China. CCI
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4
Conclusion

I have had the opportunity to study aspects of the health care sys-
tems In the SFRY and the PRC. The two nations are quite different with
respect to location, size, composition of the population, historical back-
ground, and outlook. Nevertheless, each nation has rapidly developed a
health Caro system geared to provide basic medical and social.. services tq
the masses. Some aspects of these systemt are similar, such as the em-
phasis on preventive rather than curative medicine. Some aspects are
different, such as the development of the concepts doms zdravlja and
health visitors in Yugoslavia and the barefoot doctor concept developed by
China.

The relationship between political decisions made by the governments
of the SFRY and the PRC and the development of the health care systems
was explored. The concept of second generations in Yugoslavia and China
was discussed, and the Impact of 'the health care system was raised.'

Although many visitors to the SFRY and the PRC might regard the
health care systems as Inadequate and backward in comparisonb with the
health care system in the United States, the Yugpsiavians and Chinese
have been able to accomplish what we have not, providing basic medical
care at,little or no cost to virtually all'of their citizens. They have done
this in Spartaii settings with old and oftenoutdated equipment. While
they look to Western medicine for more advanced scientific; technological
and managerial methods, we would do well to borrow concepts from them to
adapt to our system in order to provide basic health care to millions of
Americans who remain unserved or underserved by American medicine.
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Ethics and Health Care in the
People's Republic of China

Bobby E. Adams

Introduction

The territory now known as the Peoples Republic of China has one of
the richest cultures and longest historical heritages in the world. 1 Out-
side influences have been many and varied. 2 The Christian religion, in
its various forms, has boxilojt bia.socoa Jamas* JA.r.ladiaa Re,

Its strongest influences had to do with the Importation into China of
IVra, Amon..

Western medical concepts and practices, when China already had a lonq
and complicated health care tradition quite different from Its Wester
counterpart. 3 With the formation of the People's Republic of China in
1950, after decades of Internal strife and wax with foreignsfoes, a high
agenda Item was the kind and extent of health care system to be elabor-
ated. II Today, both traditional Chinese medical concepts and practices
have come to stand along side Western medicine, although integration of
the two seems exceedingly difficult, If not impossible.5

A good bit of literature written from North American viewpoints has
accumulated about the health care delivery system In the People's Republic
of China. 6 Several difficulties' present themselves in this literature. One T.

concern Is the availability of reliable statistics. 7 In the absence of statis-
tics, either the accumulation of data or impressionism seem to be the
aiterrfatives which lead, to constructive analysis. Visitors to the People's
Republic are obviously not able to gather sufficient data to furnish reliable
statistics, therefore impressions usually form the bulk of the literature.

One problem with Impressions Is that the one who' records them rarely
spells out the criteria which determined the choice for recording the im-
pressions, given the unusual and unique impressions one receives when
observing a foreign culture for the first %Wei, consequentry culture shock
may distort impressions. 8 Culture shock Itself is an obvious difficulty
encountered In the literature. This difficulty Is aggravated more when one
observes a phenomenon, and the conceptual framework of the observes Is
radically different from the conceptual framework of the persons directly
Involved In the phenomenon which is being observed. The conceptual

framework of traditional Chinese medicine and that of Western medicine are_
caseS in point.

Added to these difficulties Is that of Ideological differences (political-
economic ideologies) and the tremenabus loyalties already generated among
observeri from the United States and those being generated In the People's
Republic of China. Each group tends to compare Its best Ideological (and
medical) theory with the other's worst practice.

Conceptual Framework

These difficulties probably can never be completely resolved. Being

acutely aware of them 'while working within the framework' of comparative
studies' Is In Itself an enlightening experience, Observing a group of
North American health care professionals as kiss/ experienced China and its
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health care system helped me to be aware of conceptual frameworks at
work In both the North Americans and the Chinese. I had already formu-
lated quehtions that were previously directed to the health care system in
the United States and were now directed to the syst-em in China. Doing

this Increased my awareness of cultural and conceptual bias In the ques-

tions themselves, and afforded a lesson in humanity. It simply is not
possible, to paraphrase Herbert Braun's questions, "Ist moglich elne

vorverstandnIsloss theolog1e?," to form a presupposItioniess set of ques-
10.0.420..1Q140.3.10 OtI077'" rr IA al.(

The questions with which I previously approached fjhe health care

system' In the United States were derived from Brody,9 and are as follows:"'

1. How Is health defined?

2. What is the scope o? health planning and health care delivery?

3. Who has access to health care?

4. How is piyment made for health care and its delivery system?
It seems to me that the foregoing questions are applicable to any

,...../ health care* system, and the answers to them help delineate the broad
working outline Of that system. js

Within a given health care system, certain questions In ethics arise.
How they are understood and answered depend on the answers given to

the four preceding questions. These internal ethical questions which the

U.S. health care system has generated are as follows, again following

Brody:
1. What Is the nature of th1t doctor-patient relationship?

2. Whaymeaning does the-phrase, "voluntary consent" have?

3. gici determines the meaning of 'the concepts, "quality of life" or
"sanctity of life"?

4. Who determines the right to participate In the decision-making

process? t
S. What kinds of behavioral control are sanctioned?

6. What sorts of,controls or reproductlbn are sanctioned?

7. What kinds of human experimentation are done?

h. How are scarce resources allocated?

9. What Is liming done In the field of genetic engineering?

10. that sorts of mass screening programs are in use?

11. ow do organized medicine and medical economics relate to one

C, another?

UIt Is obvious that the foregoing set of questions address themselves

to the health care system In the United States, and they were, in one form
,..

C.') 'or another, present in the minds of the fourteen people who visited the
2.(..'
..)

People's Republic of China under the auspices c the University of
-.< illinols.10 How well they coincided with the concerns of the Chinese

...A health care People with whom they came In contact Is one of the themes of
. . . . : : n

this study.
.

f---
The broadest framework for the study has to do with 'the basic ethical

>. structure of current Chinese society. The questions derive from the field

)EX3 of ethics, and the answers to the questions flowi from both' writings of
r---M others and impressions gained during my first' hincflobservatIons.

r
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Chinese society seems to be, In its ethical framework, both teleologi-
cal and deontological. That is to say, Its teleology is directed at once,
from the past prior to 1950, In an attempt to completely eradicate the
"bitter past," and toward the future, in helping the nation catch up with
and ,surpass, If not the rest of the world., at least a large part of the
West. 11 All of life, either on the individual, familial or community level,
seems to be directed toward this goal. At the same time, the overriding
teleology Is undergIrded with a deontology of a contractual nature. Previ-
ous Chinese culture was strongly family oriented, with family meaning the
extended family. It seemed to me that this extended family concept has
now been broadened to include the nation. In some mystical yet practical
sense. 12 ,The entire ethical framework of Chinese society contains this
blending of teleogy. the goal of the China of the future, with a certain
kind o*Fontractual deontology, the duties of one toward the extended
family. China's health care delivery sirs:tem must be understood within
this framework.

Observational Analysis
With this basic conceptual framework In mind, the puzzles that

China's' ljealth care system present begin to make some sense. Proce-
durally, I shall follow the questions already presented, and attempt to
answer them briefly.

1. How Is health defined? It seems to me that "health" In present
Chinese society means the physical, mental, emotional and social ability to
contribute to the China of tomorrow,. Anything which hinders the Individ-
ual or group from exercising this ability 1,1) the, fullest Is consldOetrbis-
ease or ill health, and is to be treated. Amazing surgical procedures are
itn,Lised to enable workers with severe physical Injuries to, return to a
productive II fe. 13 "Re-education" of those whose abilities are impaired
mentally, emotionally or socially Is undertaken with the same goal In

mind . Any concept of health beyond this one Is either rejected or
projected to some future when the China of tomorrow may need It, and can
afford I t. 15 This concept, tespoken, not specifically spelled out, yet
ubiquitous In its Influence undergirds the entire health care delivery
system. 16 It is In Itself seemingly an outgrowth of/Chinese experience
between 1910 and 1950,., and is an integral part of Chinese society, not
likely to be greatly changed In the foreseeable future.17

2. What is the scope of health planning and health care delivery?
if the definition of health Itself seems narrow to the Western mind and
experience, It must be noted that the definition serves as a goal in China,
a goal yet to be fully Implemented among millions of people who laCkosseem-.
Ingly rudimentary hieetih care. Health planning takes place from both the
bottom up and from the top down. Dating from 1950, Chairman Mao set
out the health pOlicy to be followed in the new,,ChIne. It consisted of four
principles, as follows:

1. Peasants, workers and soldiers would bethe primary recipients
of the health care delivery. system.

2. Prevention (of disease?) was to receive firSt priority.
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our expectations, as did our visits to industrial settings, rural communes

e 40

3. There would be a union of doctors of traditional and 'Western
medicine.

. Health work was to be Integrated with the mass movement. This
Included the extermination of flies, mosquitos, bedbugs and

18rats.

Those four principles continue to serve as guides at least until mid-
1980. They have been sufficiently flexible to serve during several
changes In methodology and strategy in Chinese top leadership.19 Organi-
zationally, the principles work as follows, beginning in a rural area:

On the most basic level, a production team {which comprises
a village of 100-300 people) is served by one health care worker.

On the second level, a production brigade (comprised of
some 10 -25, production teams) is served by a cooperative health
station and one or more barefoot doctors (health care personnel
trained in traditional Chinese medicine).

On a
beds (the
ment).

Or; a

beds.

third level there Is a commune hospital, with 10-30
expenses of which arorne by the central govern-

fourth level Is tile country hosptial, 100-300,

On a fifth level Is the provincial hospital, located In the
provincial capital.
Staff is provided for this system and for urban and rural areas );)y

116 medical colleges, 24 of which train in traditional Chinese itepcine and
92 in Western medicine. Nurses are given 2-3 years of training beyond
middle school. There IsRat present no university-related nurse training
program. Medical eflOok4rain dentists, whose primary work is preven-
tive. Tl'ere is a professional organization, the Chinese Medical Associa-
tion, for physicians. At present, more women than men are entering
medicine.20 How decisions were made as to the number of people admitted
to professional health care training was never made clear.

Although Side' gives slightly different details for health care In an
urbasr-TeitIng, the basic structure seems the same, whether the setting is
an urban, rural, or Industrial neighborhood.21. It is obvious from this
description that no person Is far removed physically from basic medical
help, and that a patient can theoretically be cared for on the level re-

,.

iuired without great difficulty.
One 'conclusion to be reached in connection with health planning and

delivery is "that the theoretical structure Is very evident and shows de-
tailed planning. it is not as evident to an outsider as to how the decision
making process works in planning, nor Indeed just who the decision
makers are.

3. Who has access to health care? On the surface, It seems that
every individual'has access to health care.22 Since great stress is placed

on preventive medicine, it Is to be expected that emphasis Is given to
children. 23 Observation of the kindergartens we visited substantiated

C17
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and urban neighborhood. However, before any definitive answer could be
given -to the question, one ould have to know a great deal of detail about
Chinese society. Pertap estern skepticism Is too evident, but It seems
likely that any society, r ardieh of how egalitarian In conception, even-
tually will produce a group of forgotten, powerless, Ignored people. The
real test of access In a health care system would come when these people
desire health care. Since theoretically such a group does not ekist In the

.
new China, the question is rendered moot, until such time as contradictory
evidence comes to light.

4. How is payment made for health care and its delivery system/
This question evqked, for me, the most contradictory kinds of evidence.
Most of the western literature I surveyed either did not raise the question
or assumed a Marxist kind of answer which would seem to be, "Firm each
according to his ability, to each according. to his need," which In Itself Is
a misreading Of Marxist theory.211

Evidence seems clear tat fee-for-service medical care with the fee
paid to the health care workerucloes not exist In modern-day China's health
care system. 25 Yet even here questions arose, which I will aing up
later. Again, It seems that training for health care personnel is born* by
society In general, on some level which was never dear, from the Central
Government In Belling, to the Provincial or Municipal Government level, or
perhaps even on a commune level. At least the individual who receives

Mr
the training does not directly pay for it. 62

Health care personnel receive salaries from some level of govern-
ment. 27 Although some questioning was made as to whether a commune,
factory or neighborhood directly supported the health care personnel
though salary, and the answers scorned to be In the negative, clear
answers' were never forthcoming. Perhaps the questions were not clear
and direct enough.

Facilities and supplies do seem to be paid for by either the central,
provincial, municipal or autonomous government agencles.28 Just how the
figure for the amount of money to be allocated was derived was never made
clear. 29 Again, it may be that differing conceptual frameworks on the
part of Interviewers and Interviewees made the situation more ambiguous
than would have obtained if both shared the same framework.

In summary, the conclusion I have reached is that health care person-
nel do not personally pay either,for the coat of their training or for their
own living expenses while In training. They do not charge patients and
personally receive from them fees for services rendered. Supplies and
facilities seem to be paid for, generally, from either ecOmunity or govern-
ment funds.30. However,

4
1 n some cases at least, Individuals or families

o
pay Into a general health care fUnd which in turn helps to suppok the
health care system which serves them.31 The basic document of the

'1Peopiels Republic of China, the Constitution, states that its citizens have a
right to "material assistance in old age, and In case of Illness or disabil-
ity." While this statement could be Interpreted to mean the right of access
to health care, and would not address the problem of payment, Mg state-
ment following explains that' the *state increasingly will expand public
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health services. 32
In actuality, the mechanisms for payment of health care

vary widely from environment to environment, 33 as also do the levels of
health care made available to differing populations. 31I it seems to be the
case that, given d determtned population, the same level of health care Is
accessible to all within at group, and payment Is the same for all mem-
bers of that population."

Analysis of Problem Areas
Brody lists eleven problem areas which have been generated withik

the health care system(s) In the United States.36 At considerable risk or
imposing a paradigm where it-does not fit, I shall apply Brody's schema to
what seems to be the case in China. The superposition itself should be,
instructive for cross-cultural study purposes. Then, I shall attempt to
list questions which to Chinese health care /personnel seemed Important.
Increasingly I became aware of the disparity between what the North
American health care personnel deemed to be of pressing Importance and
what the Chinese health care personnel considered to be relevant or impor-
tant. 37

Although basically these disparities involve conceptual frameworks
and differing concepts of what a just society Is like, how such a society
functions, and the manner of securing a just society, they also Involve
what each group perceived to be pressing health care problems within
his/her own society, which phenomena may not be perceived as problems
by members of the other society.

As I follow Brody's listing of eleven problem areas,38 I shall briefly
elucidate both the options that seem to be available In our society and
those which seem to be followed In the health care system In Chin Than
I shall attempt to evaluate the extent to which each area is perceiv to be
a 'problem In China. It may be that In some cases, that which is seen to
be an option In North 'American society is not perceived as such in China,
and it also may be that there exist options from a Chinese point of view
which are either not available in North American society or are not deemed
to be desirable options.

1. Brody envisions the options In doctor-patient model relationships
In North American society to be three, at bottom mutually exclusive al-
though in practice Often mixed: the model of diktor as priest who informs
the patient (supplicant) both the nature of his Illness (sin, Wrong-ciding)
and the remedy (expiation), together with the consequences of not follow-
ing his, the doctor (priest's) advice; the model of doctor as engineer who
determines from the patient (client) what hi$ problems and desires are,
and then both doctor (engineer) and patient (client) set about solving the
problem/satisfying the desire (although Brody uses as example a civil
engineer or architect, It seems to me to be at least equally applicable to
use the concept of social engineering); and the model of a contract be-
tween two equals who set about to solve (If possible) tie problems of the
patient's Illness. Brody opts for the third model, although he admits that
patient as well as doctor helps to set up the model to be followed.

It seems to me that given the basic Marxist (or to use Chinese phrase-
ology Marxist-Leninist-Maotsetung39) Ideology, a fusion of the three models

4ti
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has taken place, and functions in the following manner: All problems arise
ultimately out of wrong economic relationships, and such wrong relation-
ships are conceived of In Marxist thought much as sin is defined In most
Christian theology. Health problems are so concelved, and as such the
priest-supplicant model Is used. To the extent that the doctor actually
does know more than the patient' about how to solve the problem, the
engineering model Is used (howevqr, this model ultimately contradicts
Marxist-Leninist-Maotsetung ideology) , In the final, pragmatic situation,
doctor and patient contract on a solution. The final goal of the contract
Is that of enabling the patient to return to his basic role in the workplace,
and any and all means may be4bsed to foster this end, 40 To return to the
weakness of the engineering model: It seemed to me thateakccording to
current Chinese thought the patient should become as well-Informed as the
doctor about his particular case so that he (the patient-client-worker)
takes charge of his getting well and restoring himself to full productive
capacity. Thus, although during the early phases of treatment the doctor
may be perceived as engineer and the patient as client, this model finally
must be discarded according to Marxist-Lanthist-Maotsetung thought. The
discrepancies between Brody's options and what dem to be conslderbd as
options in Chinese thoug t reside in the area of Bro ' conceptualizing of
doctor - patient reiationshij s as between more-or-less autonomous individuals
while In Chinese thought It is the community (in this case, China Itself as
family - community) which determines ultimate goals and basic relationships
and neither doctor nor patient are understood as autonomous entities.

2, The problem of (adequately) Informed (voluntary) consent which
is so currently a problem in North American medical ethics, does not have
such force in China, primarily due to the conceptual framework to which if
have lust alluded: basic concern Is to restore the patient (worker) to full
productive capacity, and is already (at least In theory) granted in all
cases. Whatever steps are. necessary to obtainAhis result have already
been assented to by all in the ,society, and thus the Idea of the necessity
to obtain a particular individual's (the patient's) consent Is non-
occurring. 41 /

3. Curious things happen to 7rody's reflection of North American
conflict over "quality of life" as over against "sanctity of life" concepts.
Chinese thought seems to opt for "quality of life," and In ways North
Americans find difficult to conceptualize or accept. Given the overriding LU
concern for the China of tomorrow, the birth of babies who probably could

Cr-1not be productive workers is frowned upon and the abortion of filtuseS ieZIC

with such prognoses Is the accepted practke. " Bottom-line justification 1
for such abortions Is utilitarian in the extreme. Yet high expenses seem
willpgly borne to restore an injured or ill worker to full productive ca- 44C
pacity. Even though this goal could not be met, no efforts were spared to
show society In general that MI attempts had been made to reach such a

C.)goal, although prognosis was negative,43 It seems therefore that two

criteria are used which logically seem contradictory to North me rIcans: 1--
that of "quality of life" applies to fetuses, while that of "sanctity of life"

LU(working productive life) applies to those who ere already members of
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society. 44
The problem which looms on the horizon in North America

concerning euthanasia in the case of old ago and/or terminal Illness seems

not to be conceived as a problem In China, possibly because of traditional
Chinese valuing of the"eiderly." What will happen Is not clear as the
"wisdom" which accrues to the elderly no longer seems to be wisdom in an
increasingly technological society.

4. Brody's fourth internal problem area for the U.S. concerns
determining the right to participate in the decision- making process. Now

the question Is answered in the North American context is closely related
- to the probiematics of question one concerning the doctor-patient rWation-

ship. The same seems true in China. On a theoretical and ideological
level all of society is involved in every decision; thus all can participate 1717
die decis6n-ma4ing process. This is certainly seen to be the case in such
areas as Immunization of children, behavior control, and control of repro-

,
ductIon, Is will be sein, and also seems to be the case in private or
personal medical or surgical problems. 46 The di/um might be stated that
to the extent one (this includes society) is to be affected by the results of
a decision, one should have the right to participate in thedecision-making
process.

5. In discussing behavior control, Brody lists three methods of
such control through the use of 1) -chemical means, 2) psycho-surgery,
and 3) persuasion. In this area, discussion in China quickly centered on
number three. persuasion. To the Westerner, this quickly translates to
"brainwashing" and all the supposed horrors that the phresef conjures
up. 47

The Chinese do not hesitate to speak of persuasion as re-education
and to speak of it In the most 4positive terms. Again, given the overall
teleology present In Chinese society, and the widespread seeming accep-
tance of the rules which, if followed, MI lead to the China of tomorrow,
such " suasion" would Indeed be ha o fault from within the conceptual
framew n which it has been generate r. Controlling behavior by means
of chemical substances or through psychosurgery were not talked about in
any conversation, such refusal being Justified on pragmatic grounds: why
talk about an unnecessary means if other and more economical means work
better? I felt more uneasiness, both on my part and on the part of some
Chinese, in this area than In any other.

6. There seemed to be total consensus about the goal of zero popu-
CO lotion grOwth, and strong social controls seemingly are taken for granted
M in helping to reach the goal. One must remember that in traditional,CID
.--i pre -1950 Chinese society, large families were seen to be highly desirable,
c) primarily as the means of achieving security for parents in their old age.
CI Now the norm is 1 maximum of two children for each married couple, with.0
_,,,: economic and social rewards for those who have two children; greater

rewards fur those who have one child, and even greater rewards for those
.---, who have no ebidren at alt. At the same time, increasingly severe social

ill .3:.,..: and economic negative sanctions are applied against those couples who have
! ,r three or more children." Startling as it was to Westerners, t antrol of
1

...3.-

La reproduction was understood and accepted by the Chinese we interviewed

rnr as, not only the decision of the couple involved, but legitimately also the

44
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concern of neighbors and the work group. All such matters are rot rlegu-
,lated so much by law as by social pressure, with shame and good reputa-
tion being means used for control

7. The form In which Brody casts the Issue of human experimenta-
tion is altered considerably from within 'Chinese perspective. A phrase
which recurred was clinical experimentation, with perhaps very little animal
expert entation being done prior to work on humans. We were informed

,, that Xioiunteers are iped first, then patients are asked to cooperate for
therapeutic reasons. 50 The case of experimentation when cure or ameliora-
tion for the patleni were not in view was not successfully raised."
Again, It seemed to me that this was a non-issue for the Chinese, the
reason being that all persons were assumed to accept the general teleology
for China which has already been cited. If therapy for people in the
future can be the result of experimentation onlla given human suloject,
althougethere is little or no hope of therapeutic intervention for the
present subject, than the experimentation is considered to be justified.52

tieWhat Westerners assume to be the rights of t individual are not under-
stood to be at issue In such cases to the Chin se.

8. The question of allocation of scarce resources Is also seen In
different ways by North Americans and Chinese. Many times we heard
that China Is at present a poor country which must use all its'resources to
build for the future. 53

Medical resources are to be allocated according to
the' same goal. At times, how all resources are allocated was explained in
some detail. 54

Such eXplanations always involved the local level. When
questions were asked about how the mechanism of scarce resource alloca-
tion is done on the county, municipal or provinCial, or national level,
answers were 'ague but never was any overt dissatisfaction expressed
about actual allocations. Whether or not both material and human re-
sources were to be expended abuhdantly on Individual cases evidently was
a decision that health care personnel made, and the criteria seemed to be
whether or not Intervention might result in both returning a worker to
productivity andfor the siikample such intervention might set for fellow
workers along with the subsidiary but real consideration of the value of
Such intervention as "clinical research."

9. The question' of genetic engineering, euthenics and eugenics,
was not a subject discussable with the Chinese. Nor Is It touched upon,
to my knowledge, In the literature. However, it Is my opinion that if it

I./...1were undeistood to be an economically sound use olDresources to work In --,1the area, there could be no theoretical objection to such engineering C.X.)
programs.

10. Mass screening programs for problems, such as TeVillo r:ache,
Down syndrome or sickle-cell disease contritionon In North America, w re not -.

-,,Cin evidence In China. Whatever screening programs., were nel&ssary for 74

the, control and eradication of problems like scatistosomiasis and venereal >0-
(.1.disease evidently were accepted enthusiastically by society as being part of c,

working toward the China of tomorrow. My obsarvaticm was that the C,),,
'widespread acceptance and success of such programs were looked at with a ',-.....

:1)good deal of'doubt on the pCrt of North Americans. Skepticism seemed to
A.i
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relate to the willingness of human beings to cooperate In ventures that,

might be either economically costly to the Individuals Involved (in the
.

case

of rice growing and schistosomiasis), or willingness to proscribe physical

pleasures (in the case of venereal disease). Such skepticism on the part

of North Americans seems to me to have been historically based on a
theological understanding of the sinfulness of mankind (with sin under-

stood as selfishness), the theological understanding which has long since

been secularized. The Chinese view, on the other hand, is based on the

Marxist view of the malleability and tractability of human nature which can

change and inevitably will change when the .economic bases of living are

changed. To say that the North Americans are basically Pessimistic about

human nature, while the Chinese are optimistic, Is a gross oversimplifica-

tion, yet true to a limited extent.
ll

11. Brody's question about the relationships between orgahized

medicine and medical economics is quite valid to its North American con-

text, but takes on an entirely different cast In a Chinese environment. In

the Chinese environment, health care systems operated for profit seemingly

do not exist. Yet problems about medical economics evidimtly do exist,

since all resources, human and material, are alsumect to be scarce and

therefore must be allocated. Since all the economy Is supposed to be

planned, the crucial questions Involve Issues such as who the planners

are 'what happens when proposed plans conflict, how are plans revised

when unforeseen contingencies develop, and who coordinates the various

plans? Changing relationships witkIn the system do not, evidently, elimi-

nate the real need for ongoing planning within the relationships estab-

lished.

Conclusion

Transferring our attention from Brody's schema as applied to China's

hea 4\
h care system to the Chinese system And tensions that arise specifi-

cally Tthin it, It seems to me that themost pressing problem area In the

Chinese health care sytem concerns the relationship between traditional

Chinese medicine with its conceptual framework and practices and Western

medicine and its conceptual framework aid practices. On a very pragmatic

basis, training Is being given in each lend6both are practiced simultane-

ously. The most obvious point of contention, and one that has been

popularized, concerns traditional Chinese medicine practice of acupuncture.

The practice of acupuncture has spread to the West, and is pragmatically

..u4ed. However, it is based on a theory of the human being which pre-

veils In the West' and which forms the basis for Western medicine. It

'seems doubtful to me that acupuncture can continue to be used by a

Western trained medical person without either somehow being Incorporated

into the Western concept of the human being pr somehow profoundly alter-

ing the Western concept Itself. Acupuncture is symptomatic of a very' real

and profound clash between two views of the 'human being. To a lesser

extent, herbal medicines and their use reflect gleesome clash. ,

Another future tension and one probably not to rise up for Some

time, concerns what will happen when the) goats of Chinese 41erxism-
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Leninism-Maotsetung thought are either reached or are continually frus-
trated. In other words, what will happen as China catchesI'up to the rest
of the world, that world conceived of presently In China as either
socialistic-Imperialism (Russia and her allies) or imperialism (the capitalist

,countries)? What will "catching up" mean In terms of such ills as pollu-
tibn, ecological imbalances and the malaise that'seems to affect those whose
material wants can be satisfied.56 All these phenomena have a bearing,
direct or Indirect, on health and Its definition, and the health care system
generated by the accepted degoition of health and disease.57

1
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Martyrs of 1900. A Complete Roll of the hristian Heroes Martyred in
China in 1900 with Narratives of Survivor (New 'York: Fleming H. "Revell
Company, n.d.); VI Kifuln Wellloo, The Status of Miens In China
(New York: Columbia University, 1912); Luella Miner, China's Book of
Martyrs. A Record of Heroic Martyrdoms and Marvelous Deliverances of
Chinese Christians during the Summer or 1900 (Philadelphia: Westminster,
1403); Hosea Uallov Morse, The Iniernailolial Relations of the Chinese
Empire (London: Longpans, Green and Company, three volumes, 1910-
1918); Arthur H. Smith, China In Comfulsion (Chicagq: Fleming H. Revell
Company, two volumes, 1901).

3 Lida .Scott Ashmore, Historical Sketch of the South China Mission of
the American Baptist Foreign MissroncSociety, 1860.4920 (Shanghai:
Methodiet Publishing House, 1920); George H. Blakeslee (ed.), Recent De-
velopments In Chine (New York: G. E. Stechert aid Company, PM);
Henry itiodget and C. C. Baldwin, Sketches of the American Board In
China (Boston: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
1896); Roswell S. Britton, The Chinese Periodical Press 1800-1912
(Shanghai: Kelly and Walsh, 1933)1 Marshall Broomhell, The fubliee Story
of the China Island Mission (London: Morgan and Scott, 1915); Margaret
E. Burton, Notable Women of Modern China (Chicago: Fleming H. Revell
Company, 1912); William Warder Cadbury, At the Point of a Lancet. One
Hundred Years of the Canton Hospital 1835-1935 (Shanghai: Kelly and
Walsh, 1935); China Centeno M1 slona Conference Records' (New York:
American Trac ec e y, n. ; on . au fey e . , he Christian
Occupation of China (Shanghai: China Continuatidh Committee, TM);
Emma Rausthenbusch Clough, Social Christianity In the Orient. The Story
of a Man, a Mission and a Movement (New York: The Macmillan Company,
19114;41William Dean, The China MIssion. Embracing a History of the Vari-
ous Missions of all Denominations among the Chinese with BiNrephicar
Sketches or Deceased Missionaries (New York: Sheldon and Company,
1839); Justus Doolittle, Social Life of the Chinese (New York: Harper
Brothers, 1837); Virginia E. Hungthigton, Along the Great River (New
York: The National Council, Protestant Episcopal Church, 19'60); Thomas
E. LaFargue, China's First Hundred (Pullman: State College of
Washington, 1942)'; Kenneth Scott Latourette, A History of Christian Mis-
sions In China (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1929); William
Lockhart, The Medical Missionary in China:, A Narrative of Twenty Years'
Experience (London: *burst and Brackett, T061); John L. Nevins, China
and the Chinese (London: Sampson Low, Son end Marston, 1869); Cyrus
H. Peake, Nationalism and Education in Modern China (New York: Columbia
University *Press, 1932); John R. Shortland, The Persecution of Annum: A

History of Christianity In Cochin China and Tanking (London: Burns and
Oats, 11175); Milton T. Stauffer, the Christian Occupation of China
(Shanghai: China Continuation Committee, 192f); W. Burns Thomson,
Reminiscences of Medical Missionary Work (London: Hodder and Stoughton,
Ltd., 18951; Frederick Wells Williams, The Life and Itettero of Samuel Wells
Williams LL.D., Missionarya Diplomatist, Slnoroffue Maw York: 0. P.
Putnam4 Sons, 1860; S. Weirs 1Allliams, The Middle Kindgom (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, two volumes, 1901).
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4Wen, A General Survey, pp. 190-200.
s Medicine In China (Belling: China Reconstructd, 1979), and Creating

a New Chinese Medicine and Pharmacology, (Peking: Foreign Languages
Press, 1977Y.

6
CnIna Health Care Study Group, Health Care in Ghina_,_ An introduc-

tion: The Report of a Study Group in Hong -Kong. Geneva: Christian
Medical Commission, 19/4; John Z. Bowers and Elizabeth POrcell, Medicine
and Society in China (New York: Josiah Macy Foundation, 1974); Pi Ciao
Chin. Population and Health Polic In the People's Republic of China
(Peak's Island, Maine: NEQ Press, P.0. Box 32); Creg Diamond, Medicine
In China (China. Publications Office); J. S. Horn, Away With Afrisiiri,
An English Surgeon In People's China 1954-1969, (London: llamlyn .Pubilsh-
ing Company, T 9); David Lampton. The Politics of Medicine (Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press, 1977); V. W. Sidel and R. ,Sidel, A Healthy
State (New York: Pantheon Publishers, 1977); ibid., Serve the eop e
15b-iicrvations on Medicine In the People's Republic of China (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1974). The Sidels book,-Serve the People, 1974, contains a
very useful and complete (until date of publication] bibliography on pages
299-307.

7
Thls concern Is reflected In Joyceen S. Boyle "Nursing Care In the

People's Republic of China: A Preliminary Study, in Madeleine Leininger
(ed.). Transcultural Nursing Care: Teaching, Practice and Research.
Proceedings of the Fifth 'National Transcultural Nursing Conference (Salt

'Lake City: University or-Utah College of Nursing, PAIL pp. 91-99; and
in Victor W. Sidel and Ruth Sidel, "Self-Reliance and the Collective Good:
Medicine in China," in Robert M. Veatch and Roy Branson (eds.), Ethics
and Health. Policy (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1976).
pp. 57-7S.

e Two excellent practical treatments of culture shock from particular
theological perspectives are Charles H. Kraft, Christianity In Culture: A
Study_ In Dynamic Biblical Theologizing in Cross-Cultural Perspective
(Maryknoll, -New York: Orbis Books, 1979), and Marvin K. Mayers,
Christianity Confronts Culture (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974). Both
depended heavily on H. Richard Nlebuhr's classic. Christ and Culture
(New York: Harper and Row, 1951), particularly chapter one.

9 Howard Brody, Ethical Decisions In Medicine (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1976).

10
University of Illinois/Urbana Educational Travel Tour to the People's

Republic of China, June 21-July 11, 1980: "Comparative Health Systems:
China - U.S."

11 For example, see Mao Tsetung, Talk at an Enlarged Working Confer-
ence Convened by the Gentili Committee of the -.Communist Party of China
(Peking: Foreign Languge Press, 1976), especially pages 16-17. The
to was delivered, on January 30, 1962. See also the preamble to the
Constitution of the People's Reeublic of China (Adopted on March 5 14757
Ey the Fifth -National People's Congress of the People's 'Republic of China
at Its First Session), (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1971), pages

-12See Article 4 of the Constitution of the People's Republic of China,
pages 9-10, for a statement of this extended ramify concept. See also Ye
Jianying, Speech at the Meeting In Celebration of the 30th Anniversary of
the Founding of .the People's Republic of China, September 29, 1979
TBelling: Foreign Languages Press, Ifni, pages

13 Medicine In China, pp. 1-9; Creating a New Chinese Medicine and
Pharmacology, pp. 21-42. On July 7, the liniverilty of Illinois group met
with a Chinese Orthopedics team at the Number 6 Hospitaln Shanghai.
This hospital has seven research units working on re-Implantation or
severed limbs. We were presented the histories of nine cases of successful
re-Implantations of arms litivered at the wrist, *bow) the wrist, at the
shoulder, fingers severed, feet severed at the ankle. in two cases of
carcinoma of the upper arm, the entire arm was removed, then the lower
arm was reimplanted, leaving a functioning hand on a Shortened arm. In
the cases of loss of thumb, the second toe from the foot Was implanted.
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On four finger loss cases where re-Implantation of the fingers was Impos-
sible (explosion or crushing), toes replaced forefingers. ,Muscies have
been successfully grafted from other parts of the body In hands and
fingers. In interviews with two. patients, It became obvious to the group
that the ultimate goal was totestore the worker to fu)I (or nearly full)
productive capacity.

14A brochure entiti d, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, with no
bibliographical data, does t list any mental health care facilities or
training. The University o Illinois group was told that there is one
mental health unit In China. It seemed that, following Marxist-Leninist-,
Maotsetung thought, mental and emotional problems are attributed., to Im-
balanced economic (workr relationships, and if this relationship Is bal-
anced, the mental or emotional problem would disappear, For example, see
the article, "Como uha alumna se libra de la angustia," in Beijing Informa,
18 Junio 1980, pp. 21-25.. A news article In Beijing Review, June 23,
1980, pages 24-25, states that there were at the Wee of reporting 328
doctors who specialize In mental diseases (104 "highly qualified," the rest
"medics"), 822 nurses In the area and 5,838 hospital beds In Shanghai, or
three psychiatrists and 50 hospital beds for every 100,000 Inhabitants of
the city. The ten outlying counties under the political jurisdiction of the
Shanghai municipality have set up "mental homes," each with about 100
hospital beds. In all the municipality, care for mental patients begins in
neighborhood organizations, and every effdl't is made to enable the patient
to do some type of labour. There were at the time of writing some 105
such neighborhood organizations caring for nearly 2,300 patients. In
addition to the neighborhood organizations there are some 350 nursing
groups In Shanghai, composed of family members, neighbors and retired
workers. It k the task of these groups to see that the patients take their
medication, to observe the ,patients and to make reports to the medical
workers. These nursing groups care for some 5,000 patients; More than
10,000 people cooperate In these nursing groups "wIthoagt remuneration. In
addition, neighborhood hospitals In Shanghai treat mental patients on an
out patient basis. In the article, the only mental disorder mentioned b'
name was schizophrenia.

15 Creating a New Chinese Medicine and Pharmacology, pp. 18-20;
"Surrgery in China Today and Tomorrow," In Medicine in China, pp. 1-4.
See also an interetting interview with the (then) Minister of Public Health,
Qian Xlnzhong In Beijing Review, June 23, 1980, pp. 17-20.

16 the Interview cited In note 15, Minister plan reiterated the
oft-repeated dictum of the Party Central Committee and Chairman Mao that
(medical) modernization shotItti be geared to the needs/of "the workers,
peasants and soldiers who form the maln,body of the working people." (p.
18).

17Mao Tse-TUng0s, "Talk at an Enlarged Working Conference," pp.
20-21. Ho envisioned the building of socialism as being a task of perhaps
300 years, although It might be accomplished within 100. See also the

Constitution, Chapter Three, Article 50.

18Dr. Huang Chia-Ssu, then President of the Chinese Academy of
Medical Sciences, In an Interview with the Universty of Illinois group, on
June 28, 1980, dwelled on the four principles and stressed their continuing
validity.

19The four principles were enuncialed by Mao TSe-TUng In 1950,.andrrl have been followed since. See Ye Jianying's speech.
4-4 20From the June 28, 1980, Interview Iwth Dr. Huang Chla-Ssu. See

note 10.

21Sldels', "Self Reliance and the Collective Good," pp. 59-66. See
also QI Wen, China: A General Survey, pp. 190-191, and Beijing Review,

..lune 23, 1980, pp. 20, f5-17.
22The Constitution seems to guarantee this access to "working

" people," "disabled revolutionary army men and the families of revolutionary
martyrs," See Chapter Three, Article 50. What would happen to such
citizens who are not "working people" Is not. clear.
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23On June 1, 1980, the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist party, proclaimed the 1980's to be a decade dedicated
to children and youth. See Beliing informa, 18 junco 1980, pp. 15 -17,

24
Under beginning! socialism, as evidently .China considers Itself to

be, the slogan Is; "From each according tto his ability, to each according
to his contribution." It is only later, under communism, that, From each
according tiiFicability, to each according to his need," can and will
apply. See Chapter One, Article Ten of the ConsVtut orrii7

25Yet fees are paid by health care recipients. In an article on health
care in Shanghai, the question of fees for services is/ raised, as to
whether such fees are high. The article looks forward to a continuing
reduction of such fees, as paid by recipients, but does not, evidently,
contemplate their abolition at any time in the future. See Beijing Review,
June 23, 1980, p. 24. See also Robert J. Blendon, Can China's Health
Care Be Transplanted Without China's Economic Policies?," In the New
England Journal of Medicine, Volume/ 300, number 26 (June 28, 19711r;
pages 1453-1458, particularly page 1454.

26
The Sidels stake that, "There are no tuition fees, and students are

paid a modest stipend (19.50 yuan a month in Belling for living expenses:
the amount is sufficient for only a most modest standard of living. There
Is no charge for books, medical care, or transportation to hospitals or to
the countryside. Some entertainment is provided free at the college," in
Serve the People, page 120. None of the Chinese literature which I re-
viewed brought up the subject.

27See
Blandon's article, page 1457.
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281131d.,
1454.

29Blendon, p. 1455, states that these decisions are made at the
highest level of government In Beijing. However, interviews with commune
directors and directors of industries held with the University of Illinois
group seemed to suggest that considerable Input through various leveli up
to the highest took place before decisions were made In Beijing.

\ 3 °For example, In the "Double Bridge People's Commune" near
Beijing, the current annual plan calls for forty percent of the year's gross
production to go to prepare for the following year, from thirteen to thirty
percent for mechanization, two percent goes for "agricultural tax" (to the
Central Government?), and three percent for the welfare of the people.
The rest, from twenty-five to forty percent, is divided among the people.
I assume that the three percent for the welfare of the people is destined
for, among other things, health care. In addition, each person pays five
plan a year for medical care on the production team level. This sum
helped pay for or paid for care by "barefoot doctors" and their clinics. if
every commune resident were assessed the five yuan, this would give a
total annual budget of some 210,000 yuan for health care on the "barefoot
doctor" level. This information was shared by the chairman of the com-
mune in an interview on June 20, 1980. On the other hand, at the "East
is Red People's Commune" near Hefei, the University of Illinois group was
informed that each commune member received free medical care. In this
case, I assume "free" to mean that the commune member does not pay
personally, but the mechanism for providing health care services was
never explained, although direct questions were asked. The ihterview was
held on July 1, 1980. The above two examples Illustrate tFje complexity of
the 'system (or systems), and of the difficulty of cogrdinatlfig and correlat-
ing information.

31 This conclusion has to be drawn from all stich commune efforts,
whether or not individuals paid directly into of health care fund, as in the
case of the "Double Bridge People's Commune" or If the resources were
withdra7 before their getting to the family or individual level, as seamed
to be ti cases on the "East Is Red People's Commune,"

32 Constitution, Chapter Three, Article 50,
33 .the state gradually expands social inswance, social assistance,

public health services, co-operative medical services, and other services."
Constitution, Chapter Three, Article 50.
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34See Blandon, p. 1454.

35 ibid.
36 Brody, p. xl.

'CV

37This understandable phenomenon became Increasingly apparent In
our post-Interview Intra -group sessions as frustrations were expressed
over not getting answers to Important questions. The questions were
Important to the University of Illinois group, but may not have been to the
Chinese health care personnel.

38See pp. 34.
39The Preamble to the Constitution, page

phrase, MarxIsm-Leninism-Maotsetung thought.

40The medical and surgical procedures of Implanting toes for lost'.
fingers Illustrates this.

41 This became particularly clear in cases of abortion because of
(assumedly) defective fetuses. Although It was stated that the final
decision belonged to the pregnant woman and her husband, It was assumed
that such consent would almost always be forthcoming. From notes taken
during an Interview at the Rul-JIn Hospital In Shanghai which is related to
Shanghai Number Two Medical College, 71.ily 8, 1980. My conclusion after
several such similar interviews reinforces the Idea- that the concept of
informed consent which is so , Important in the West Is not understood In
the same way In China.

42See note 41. Itture-oriented outlook prevails.

431n the case of a severely burned worker, extraordinary efforts
were made to save his ifle, because "saving the life of one single worker
gives hope and courage to all other workers, even though the life of the
burned one Is very unpleasalt," according to Dr. Ssu In a dialogue at the
Rul -Jin Hospital, Shanghai, July 8, 1980. Thus society is, In one sane,
the patient rather than the Injured person who is being treated.

441n North Apetii.an society, these two values are placed in the
reverse order by many people. "Sanctity of Ilfe" applies to the fetus,'
while "quality of life" applies either to the severely Injured, "terminally"
ill or the aged.

45The 1978.constitutlon states the principle that the ''leading person-
nel of state orgjs at all levels...must conform to the principle of the
three-In-one comOnatIon of the old, the middle-aged and the young."
( Chapter One, Article, 14).

46See the Siddis, Serve the Pevie, Chapter IV, "The Role of the
itOThniunity and the Patient In Health Care."

3, uses and. capitalizes the

52

41For an early study of "brain washing," see Robert Jay Lifton,
`Thought Reform and the Psycbology of Totalism: A Study.of "Brainwash-
ing" In China (New York: Norton, 1961).

(73 48Joe D. Wray, "Child Care in the People's Republic of China," In
Oedlatrics, Volume 55, Number 4, pages 545-546.

C/) \ 49See also the Side's, "Self-Reliance and the Collective Good: Medi-

c) cln in China," pages 57-75.
C.)
-17 This was stressed in dialogue with medical personnel on July 8,

1980, at the 'Rui-Jin Hospital In Shanghai.
51 1\Inld.
52See note 43.

53Mao Tse-iiing, "Talk at an Enlarged Worked Conference," pages

CA1
18-27,
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See Blendon, "Can China's Health Care Be Transplanted," and

Chl-Pang Wen 'and Charles W. Hays, "Health Care Financing In China,"
Medical Care, Volume XIV, NuMber 3, March 1976, pages .211.1-254.

55 See Fu Wel-kang, The Story of Chinese Acupuncture and Moxibus-
tIon (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1975); and Acupuncture Anesthe-
sia (Beiiing: Foreign Languages Press, 1972).

56
The 1978 Constitution takes cognizance of the problems. See Chap-

ter. One, Article 11.
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Health Care In China: Observations

on Care of the Physically Disabled
Ann McElroy
Introduction

The material presented In this paper is the result "of two weeks'
observation of health care facilities and systems in the People's Republic of

China. Emphasis is on the phytically disabled, Prior to the tour, I had

the Impression that the physically dis bled were not In evidence in China
and, therefore, must be hidden y at home--perhaps considered an

object of shame. My goal was to nd out where these people fit into the
health care system and by what means they were aided.

During our study tour every effort was made to obtain Information on
the care of the physically disabled, most specifically on the use and tech-
niques of physical therapy. For the most part organized observations did
not cover the rehabilitation phase of patient care, and answers to ques-
tions were usually less than satisfactory; the former because sehninars

emphasized acute care, the latter because of variances in both terminology

and concepts, This very paucity of Information does, of Itself, tell us
something, and lends credence to the impression that very little physical
rehabilitation, as we know it, exists in China today.

What is left, then, are unofficial observations from which conclusions
can only be surmised, and perhaps iricorrectly. This fact should be

understood by the reader.

V Background information

The year 1949 marks the date In Chinese history of "liberation" of the
people and the formation of the People's Republic of China. As part of a

total program of nationalization, western medical schools (primarily mission-
ary) were combined and takep over by the communist government, and
integration of traditional (Chinese) medicine with western medicine was
mandated by Chairman Mao as one of four tenets of health care policy.

A second tenet of health care adopted after liberation was that of
bringing medical care to the messes. By i965, Mao Tse Tung's impatience

with the slowness with which his policies were being implemented In medi-
cine and the slowness with which health care was reaching the rural areas
caused him to turn against the intellectuals of the country and take his
case to the people. 1 Mao believed that the revolutionary spirit must be
rekindled periodically In the youth or it would die; thus the Cultural

)1 Revolution was begun. 2 The Red Guard, an organization of militant MaOlst

youths begun In the schools but spread beyond, was encouraged to lead

the overthrow of the establishment, and tho Army was ordered not to

interfere. 3

Medical education was already In turmoil as a result of the policies

and failures of the Great Leap Forward (1958.71960). During this time

"Middle Level Medical Schools," placed in Upper Middle (High) Schools,

had been introduced,4 and increased medical school enrollment was man-

dated, as were lowered admission requirements. When the economic decline

resulting from the failure of the Great Leap Forward forced cut4backs,
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there was much dissatisfaction. Disgruntled students (those who were
failing academically and those who failed to be admitted) quickly Joined the
revolutionary vanguard.5

Matters soon got out of hand and by 1967 the country was In turmoil.
Workers took over In factories, schools and hospitals -- albeit to varying

"--degrees, 6 education was disrupted, and enrollment In upper level medical
schools was halted in favor of on- the - Job - training or middle level schools.
The. upper level schools did not reopen fully until 1970, and then under
1968 guidelines. Curricula were cut to three years and students were
admitted with primary or Junior middle (Junior high) school backgrounds:7
Selection had already begun, and now remained a functiontof the people
through their revolutionary committees, not of the schools themselves.

Some benefits from the Cultural Revolution ensued. FIrSt of all, mass
health education (a third health care tenet) was successful and resulted In
the elimination of such dread diseases as schistosomiasis, thus satisfying
the fourth, and final, tenet of health care--prevention. . Secondly, the
"barefoot doctor" concept, temporarily Implemented In Shanghai in 1958,

was resurrected. 81 Today there are about 1,600,000 of these introductory
level trained doctors serving the people at the grass roots or entry level
of care.

Finally, the structure of the health delivery system was improved.
At the same time, however, the Cultural Revolution and Its ten year up-
heaval brought a halt to medical progress, and the Chinese medical pro-
fession today is still struggling to restore order.

Organization of Health Care
The organization for providing health care services parallels the

political structure and provides a network for both delivering care and
communicating policies.

I
The levels of health care are as follows:

Factory or farm:
1. § Production Team -- Health Worker or Barefoot Doctor

Clinic.
2, Production Brigade -- Barefoot Doctor Clinic or Out-Patient

Brigade Hospital.
3. Commune -- Commune Hospital (with facilities for In-

patients).
4, County -- County Hospital, where doctors ct c practice

specialties.

5. Province -- Provincial Hospitals, which provide specialized
services.

sor
NeNtlitx)rhood: Care for urban residents who are retired or non-

/ employed is managed by neighborhood fecilitlis:9 4

1. .Ilealth Station -- Health Worker Clinic.
7, Neighborhood Hospital A.- comparable to brigade out-patient

hospital.
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3. City Hospital -- In-Patient fatilities.
4. County Hospital
5. Provincial Hospital

Home visits, If necessary, are made by doctors from the Neighborhood
Hospital, with special effort made for retired military men or workers. io
Educational levels for health personnel range from one month (health
worker) to 8 years (physician). We were infAmed that "doctor" has a
different meaning In the. People's Republic of China than In the United
States. Almost anyone with training In primary care is called "doctor"
whether that training be months or year;. The range of educational
preparation Is outlined below:

Range of Educational Levels of Health Care Workers Practicing Today

1. Health Worker -- up to one month at a Neighborhood or. Brigade
Hospital.

2. Barefoot Dtor -- Three months to one and one-half years at a
Brigade Hospital.

3. Doctor- -

(a) Five years at upper level medical school following three
years of premedical education. (An 8-year curricul' was

recently reinstituted at Capitol Hospital Medical School In
Belling).

(b) Two to three years at upper level medical school following
upper middle school (high school).

(c) One to two years at middle level medical school following
elementary or lower level middle school (Junior high school).

(d) On-the-lob-training, including army training.
At the "East is Red" People's Commune Ho fpital near Hefei there
were six doctors. One, a surgeon, had received five years of
medical education, two had received three years, and the other
three had been trained on the lob. Many facilities also had
doctor's assistants. Their role and their educational level was
unclear. Interestingly, no mention of middle level medical

schools was made during our official interviews, although we did
meet a graduate of such a program. (Currently, some upper
level medical schools are returning to a five year curriculum,
and selection of students Is now by examination.)

4. Technologist (physical therapist, laboratory technician, pharma-
cist, x-ray technician) -- "Doctors" with specialized training
(three years for physical therapy In special hospitals In

Shanghai). During the Cultural Revolution many were selected
for training from among the best of the barefoot doctors. The

technologist is a highly respected level considered to be between
a nurse and a fully trained doctor. Because of the interr
by the Cultural Revolution those practicing In these field who

have had 20 years experience, were recently promoted (grand-
fathered) to the status of technologist. (in the future such
status will be achieved only by examination f2llowing a number of
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years--perhaps five or six--of experience after trSinInge Formal

training programs are also anticipated, in the form of middle
level medical schools, followed by experience, than examination.)

5. flursing--Two to three years in hospital based nursing schools
after junior middle school (junior high school). During the
Cultural Revolution many were selected for 2 years of training
from among the best of the barefoot doctors. (Currently the
three year program which was In effect before the Cultural
Revolution has been resumed. Long range plans Include ad-
vanced specialized education for nurses at the university level.)

6: MidwivesOne year of training In a large hospital.

. Observations Concerning the Physically Disabled

The morning constitutional, encouraged by the government, proved to
be a goldmine for obsring the general population. First, there weee the
physically fit who frequently did their morning exercises or stopped to
play a game of rope toss en route to work. Intermingled were the elderly
and the physically impaired. Under our Belling window each morning
passed an array of people whom we came to recognize as time went on:
old women on once-bound feet walking with legs externally rotated atothey
could not perform a normal heel-toe gait; an arthritic man out for a stroll
pushing his wheelchair Mimed of him. The chair was similar to the old
style formerly used in the United States, with high wicker back and
wicker seat. Many walked with canes, some holding their hands behind
their backs, cane In hand and trailing along behind. Canes appeared to

be home made, with a variety of handle styles. Most were knobby.
Two hemiplegic walkers passed by every day, one very severe, but

both walking with beautiful reciprocal gait patterns--good speed, equal
length between steps, good foot placement. Although the foot might, be
obviously flail and unbraced, the Chinese hemlplegic steps right slog.
Where and how is this learned?

A few overweight men were seen, but very few overweight women- -
though one did go by logging,.a form of exercise infrequently seen In
China.

Bicycles! Seventy-seven million in China and a third Of them can
probably be found on the city streets during morning and evening rush
hours. To our surprise we saw that one was not a bicycle, but a wheel-
chair tricycle, and keeping up the same good speed as the others. Once

we began looking, we found the wheelchair bike to be everywhere. They

were of different styles. The gears were reattached to hand pedals, some
replacing the handlebars so that the cyclist pedaled and steered with the
same mechanism. Most, however, lad hand pedals separate from the
steering mechanism, the latter often a small steering wheel In the handle-
bar shaft.

In Shanghai, one wheelchair occupant pedaled by hand with a child
on his back, a woman squeezed In beside, and his crutches 'strapped on
behind. It was raining and the plastic raincoat was large ertougt to cover
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only the child. The wheelchair people all appeared to be going about their
business in a routine way--probably to or from work. In fact, I witnessed
one turning In at the entrance of a small factory one early morning. Also
In Shanghai, we saw a tricycle attached to a standard bicycle. The pas-
senger could not pedal and4 used long extended andiebars to hold onto.

1The chair was powered by a woman on the cycle attached. The two
bicycles shared a common double-width seat and ack.

t
Many chairs were commercially made, but some were obviously created

at home. Each individual must supply his own wheelchair, we were told;
however, I talked with one man in Hefei Apo told me that the government
provided his. I met him in a park, and noted the decided advantage he
had Over those of us on foot. After graciously allowing me to photograph
himself and his chair, and answering my questions, he pedaled off by
hand to agother section of the park and was out of sight in seconds.

Socialization of the disabled with each other occurred, too. One
evening In People's Square In Shanghai we saw a whole group of wheel-
chair riders who had gathered to smoke and talk.

But what of the more severely disabled who are . pendent upon
others? I saw one old man, who appeared to be Cot y Incapacitated,
being pushed to the sidewalk from a crowded Shan I residence. The
wheelchair, again, was the old wicker type with clining back. Near a
commune outside Beijing, we observed wheelchairs of both commercial and
homemade styles (one solid metal with solid metal wheels), being pushed
along a country road. , Our guide said that an old lady, skilled In acu-
puncture, lived In a nearby village and the disabled came to her to be
cured. So, like their counterparts all over the world, the Chinese dis-
abled and their families continue to seek the cure.

The walking disabled were seen on the city streets In fair proportion
to the able bodied. The hemiplegics have already' been described. More\than adpzen were observed, always with that good gait. Only once did
we see a hemiplegic walk by bringing the good leg Just up to the disabled
foot, and with good cause. Closer observation showed what appeared to
be a flail quadriceps muscle on tha disabled side. A normal gait could not
be accomplished, and would have brought about a collapse of the leg,
producing no gait at all. What was surprising was that, for all this, his

CO speed was good.

GO
r7"1 Bracing was nowhere in evidence, except on a few wheelchair riders
1...-1 in the Shanghai area where patients had access to good orthopedic care.

Ca One paraplegic was dOing 4" rapid swing-though gait with crutches along a
city street. *both feet were flail and unbraced. I wondered about that.

""44- The knees had to have been braced, so why not the feet? Was the knee
braci4 homemade? Probably not, for the crutches we're standard And

7,....,
.... properly adjusted. The victim was probably a ..polio quad, as we saw many

old polio type limps and deformities among the adults. Some cases are now
1--"" undergoing corrective surgery by orthopedists In the hospitals at7.1:,.

( T.) Shanghai.
r"- One woman, with a cerebellar problem was walking along a street nextrr1

to the bull 1) 'ng walls. She was' determined to do her best not to hold on.
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She was alone, I noted, she was brave indeed. An above-knee amputee
had rigged a rest for his stump on the hand piece of a crutch and was

.using the crutch very ilifectively as a limb. His gait was smooth and
rapid. I saw no artificial limbs In use anywhere we went.

Travel by the disabled was managed by means both primitive and
inventive. One old .woman was being carried onto a train on a large flat
basket slung between shoulder poles earri by two men. She had to
double up her legs to fit, or perhaps they we a contracted. She carried
her thermos with her. At the same station a yo ng man with bilateral hip
disarticulations was swinging along on his pelvis using two hand crutches.
His speed approximated a normal gait, attesting to much practice.

Rehabilitation in China

Physical rehabilitathn, as a specialty, whether as part of physical
therapy or not, apparently does not exist in China. Dr. Huang Chia-Siu,
President of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences In Beijing, told us

that before the Revolution there had been a very fine American physical
therapist in Beijing who had trained many nurses, but that there was no
physical therapy now In Beijing. When asked about a hemiplegic patient
observed walking on the grounds of adjacent Capitol Hospital, Dr. Huang
explained that the patient had received no special training, but the doc-
tors and nurses helped the patient walk when he was ready to get up."
At Beijing Normal University we were told that teaching exercises for the
abnormal (disabled) was included in the curriculum of the physical culture
school. I gathered that the purpose was more physical fitness than cor-
rection.

Wheeldhairs were either extremely scarce or non-existent in the hos-
pitals that we visited. At Capital Hospital in Beijing we saw only one,
similar to ours with lift-up foot pedals and seat. At the People's Commune
Hospital outside of Beijing, we asked to see a wheelchair. When the one
"chair" was finally located, it turned out to be a wheeled cart--a three
wheeled one at that. How, then, were stroke patients rehabilitated, we
asked? The answer was that they were kept in the hospital until bie toGift
feed themselves and walk around. "And, If they don't r er that
much," we persisted? Our hosts didn't seem to understand.

The Mel-Shan iron Works Factory Hospital in Nanking had an active
physical therapy department, equipped with short wave, microwave, infra
red, low volt electric stimulators- -for trauma, and something called ultra-
high frequ4cy ultra sound. The latter was being used to treat the eye
for Improved vision by 'means of an electrode pad. We saw no exercise
equipment. We again inquired about the rehabilitation of the stroke pa-
tient, and received, the only total program outline we were to hear from
any source. The program here consists of passive range of motion, mas-

4sage, ultra sound to the site of the lesion (presumably the same "ultra
sound" apparatus as was used to treat the eye), acupuncture, and tal chi,
a slow motion boxing exercise. Was the treatment done there, we waked
to know? "Some treatment must begin In the local hospital," we were told,
"immediately, If the stroke Is caused by embollsN as soon as the bleeding
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stops and the patient's condition stabilized if caused by hemorrhage.
However, the bulk of the treatment Is done In a sanitorlum," It was

IL
explained that the elderly and severely disabled go to sanit %rlums, which
are located In each city: At last we thought we were on the right track.
But the next bit of information dashed our hopes, for we learned that the
usual, length of stq in a sanitorlum was two to three weeks. The sanl-,
torlum must be a soil of Chinese waterless spa. Whatever, or wherever,
we certainly cannot quarrel with the results. One sanatorium, in Wa Shi
City, Is now open to tourists, and I hope that some physical therapist
manages to get there and will report on what Is found.

Surgical restoration in China is another matter, for here China leads
the world, both In replantation of amputated limbs, and In salvaging the
lives of the severely burned. Results of limb replantation are, admittedly
varied, particularly In the upper extremity. Some members of our group
examined patients after foot replantation and found, upon manual muscle
test, no evidence of residual weakness or deformity.

The highest record of treatment success of the severely burned
(third degree burns over 988 of the body) Is in Shanghai. Eighty-nine
percent of these patients have been saved by early grafting teliniques.
However, the doctors, in discussing burn procedure', made numerous
references to the "horrible residual deformities" of the surviving patients.
When questioned as to the ethics of keeping such a patient alive, the
answer was that "It was worth It for the morale of the workers-rto see
that the government would spen'd so much Jim() and nQney to save one
individual worker's life."

Joint reconstruction Is done extensively. Artificial joints are manu-
factured right at the Iron Works Factory Hospital in Nanking. Use of the
big toe to replace a thumb is common. In one recent accident case, the
good foot (on a mangled leg) was transplanted to the good leg, the foot of

jwhich had been destroyed. Leg lengthening procedures were being done
on old polio cases. Polio itself has been eliminated by the vaccine, as In
the United States. Spinal cord Injury patients are considered to be ortho-
pedlc problems, foe we were told that they were treated at a special hos-
pital for traumatic Injury. We were never able to learn about their early
care, or what happened to them afterwards.

Orthopedics and plastic surgery, then, are the answers to rehabIll-
rn tatlon needs In China. As Dr. Huang stated: "I don't know how the
11'
(I) patient can be helped, If It Ohl be done surgically. 12

Physical Therapy In ChinaC)
C, The emphasis of physical therapy In China is on the application of
.0.4( 'physical modalities--particularly electrical. In Shanghai, both orthopedic
-r.. and burn patients are sent to physical therapy, but apparently following,

and not In conjunction with, surgical treatment. We were able to see the
^- physical therapy department at the Mel-Shan iron Works Factory Hospital
I'

in Nanking only through the kindness of our host physician, an English
W sponging orthopedist, who graciously *Flowed us the department at ,our

request. He was not at all familiar with the area or Its modalities. \A)l
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communication with the doctor In charge had to be through translation.
The latter was Army trained with three years of physical therapy in

'Shanghai.

trained.

At our wrap-up session later on in this same facility, the medical
staff wanted to know the latest techniques In physical therapy being
practiced in the United States. I started by explaining that we placed
more emphasis on exercise techniques and rehabilitation than on physical
modalities.' This drew a blank. I said we were, using electrical stimula-
tion, using acupuncture points'but with surface electrodes, for the control
of pain. I thought this would provoke questions, but again drew a blank.
Someone in our group mentioned biofeedback, and ears immediately picked
up. They wanted to know What It was. I explained briefly to an audience
that both understood and showed enthusiasm for the new technique.

Someone in our group said later that he would be willing to bet that bio-
feedback would be In use in China very soon.

With him was another doctor and a nurse, both of whom he had

Summa ry

like rehabilitation phase of .patient care In the People's Republic of
China is viried. For the most part, It appears that patients are assisted
by hospital staff (doctors and nurses4 until Independence in ambulation
and self care is reached, this occurring before being discharged. In some

areas patients isre treated by an elaborate program of limited physical
therapy, acupuncture, and boxing exercise, which is begun In the hospital
and continued in a sanitorlum.

0
A natural form of "rehabilitation" evidently takes place, which

achieves unconsciously those alms toward which western physical rehabil-
itation programs strlvfr All but the acutely III patients, for example, are
dresseP in their own clothing while hospitalized, even those limited to bed.
While ithe reason for this is no doubt practicality, one step in the rehabil-
itation process has already been taken. The absence of wheelchairs in the

"hospital setting must surely facilitate ambulatIon--and, indeed, may be the
answer to why the disabled exhibit such excellent gait patterns, as re-
peatedly observed.

But there Is another, perhaps. stronger reason, I believe, why "nat-
ural rehabilitation" takes place. This Is the philosophy upon which the
present day Chinese society 15 founded. A part of this philosophy is the --J
concept of tzu-II keng-shenr-regeneration through one's own efforts, or
sel f- reliance. We found much evidence that the disabled will get out and J
around if they cab devise any way to do so. Furthermore, in a society
where survival is still not tope taken for granted, there is little chance
of pampering the handicapped.

Another concept which surely must ,promote the return of the disabled >
rt

r
to society Is that everyone Is expected to make his contribution. Children C)
do their share, the elderly care for the children, and, although I never

heard it expressed; It stands to Iron that attitudes toward the disabled, F-
and more 'Importantly of the disabled toward themSelves, would comply.
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"To each according to his own ability" is an oft quoted phrase. If this Is
so, then the dIsablel will work at whatever they are able. Side' states
that one of the respOnsibilitles of the neighborhood" committee Is tO find
work fof the disabled. 14

Interestingly, Sidel's reference refers to placement of the deaf and
dumb, .and Inquiries by our group as to placement of the physically' handi-
capped brought responses which also referred to the placement of the deaf
and dumb. This apparently has been the largest and most obvious voca-
tional training and placement program. Yet the vast numbers of handl-

,. 'tapped seen on the streets, apparently going to and from work, make me
believe that most handicapped persons do work if able. Perhaps their
addition to the work force is so taken for granted that only more dramatic
Job placement successes are recounted.

Finally, Influencing the care of the handicapped is the concept of
mutual aid. Physically disabled adults or children, like the elderly, are
cared for first. by the family. If the family Is unable or there is no fam-
ily, they are then cared for by, the group (brigade or neighborhood); only
If that Is not possible, are they cared for by the government in nursing
homes. This spirit of mutual aid and cooperation Is impressed upon chil-
dren beginning In kipdergarten, where songs and dances tell the, benefits
of helping each other. Arthur Gaiston, who lived and worked for a brief
period on a commune, and who toured educational facilities extensively,
tells of school children volunteering to help physically handicapped chil-
dren, some constructing a cart for a child to ride In and vying for the
responsibility of the child's daily care.15 A similar story of help by both
teachers and classmates is recounted In the magazine China Reconstructs. 16

Still, some of the old superstition does persist, for Gaiston also tells of
the semi- rejection of a pre-school child'who had been born with two
thumbs on one hand. 17

Both Sidel and Gaiston describe the concepts in detail, analyzing
their Impact on society and on the individu , and drawing comparisons

with the United States. As both point out we could learn mud, frin the
Chinese.

In conclusion, it is my belief that because there exists in China a
.system of family and neighborhood cooperation, a reverence for self suf-

flciency, and a dedication to productivity, a natural form of rehabilitation
.

takes place which allows the' handicapped individual to take his or her
place In the community. The physically disabled, far from being hidden
away, are not noticed simply because they blend' in so well with tf ie rest
of society.
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China's Revolution In Health Care: Will it Continue?

Madge Attwood, Ph.D., R.N.
o.

Introduction
Since the People's Republic of China opened its doors to the West a

decade ago, interest has been keen in finding out how a country with so
many people and so few economic resources could, In 30 short years,
produce a health (tare system that provides some level of health care to
nearly all its one billion people.

In some areas, China's progress has been nothing short of spectacu-
lar. Venereal disease, which hhs reached epidemic proportions in the

U.S., has been nearly wiped out in the People's Repubic. According to
Dr. Ssu Chia-Yu, cases of gonorrhea and syphilis are so rare In the
People's Republic, medical students must learn symptoms and diagnostic
procedures from text books. Schistosomiasis, the scourge of rice growing
developing nations, has been eliminated In most provinces except those In
southern China, and there, though endemic, It is under control.2

The Infant mortality rate (IMR), considered a reasonable indicator! of

the health of a nation, has declined markedly. Lampton estimated the

infant mortality rate (IMR) In the 1970's to be about 60 deaths per 1000
live births in the first year of life, drawing his estimate from the combina-
tion of a 1959 report of the Chinese Medical Association Indicating an IMR
of 7011000 and scattered data subsequent to that time.3 in certain geo-
graphical areas the Infant mortality rate it considerably lower; _e.g., in
1975, it was reported to be 11:05/1000 In Shanghai,' comparable to the

1979 U.S. rate.5 Considering that the pre-revolutionary IMR was esti-
mated at 200/1000, I.e., 1 out of 5 babies born died on or before reaching
one year of age, the change is remarkable. 6. While data from China

should be considered conservatively because of differences in data gather-
ing methods and interpretation, nevertheless all reports from medical

visitors concur on the Improvement in the general health of the people.
The significance of these indicators of improved health is best under-

stood within the context of pre-revolutionary China. The people were

plagued with cholera, leprosy, meningococcal meningitis, relapsing fever,
tuberculosis, typhoid fever, and typhus. Viral illnesses included encepha-

litis, smallpox and trachoqia, while parasitic diseases such as hookworm,

filiariasis, malaria aAd schistosomiasis were widespread. Venereal disease

was common, the . Incidence approaching 10% among the frontier people in

remote provinces. 7,8 Nutritional diseases such as beri beri, astromallacia,
pellagra, scurvy and Illnesses duo to calorie and protein deficiencies were

% common.
9

Thus the changes observed by visitors who had visited pre-

revolutionary China and who hay° recently visited the new CI na are
stunning, and made even more dramatic by the 20+ year gap in corn unica-
tion' which prevented outside viewing of the falluresall as the suc-
cesses of China's health policies.

Not only has China brought contagious distases under itrol and
Improv4ed the likelihood of Infant survival, she has become a wort loader
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In the replantation orsovered limbs and the treatment of patients with
severe burns.

At the Sixth People's Hospital in4hanghal, severed limbs have been
successfully replanted` since 1963, with a survival rate for limbs of 83.2%.
Replantatlon of severed digits and transplantation of toes requires more
complex techniques, yet In the 1960's the success rate was, greater than
that of any other country iniothe world. With the use of microsurgery In
1973 to replant seVered digits, the survival rate has risen from 5745% to
92 .3%.

10, Transteroof toes to the hand has 'now progressed tp the point
where it Is consVed standard procedure for restoring use to hands on
which fingers have been lost. A typical procedure is for the second toe
to be transplanted to reconstruct the thumb.11,12 During our visit to the
Sixth People's Hospital In Shanghai, we rtrtIcipated in patient rounds and
talked to a patient whose hands had been crushed In an industrial acci-
dent. All the digits from botfl hands had been amputated, but two toes
had been replanted on his right hand, enabling .him to have grasping
function and thus eat, dross hknseff,. write and generally be self-

sufficient.
China is a leader in burn therapy. Horn 13 described the recovery of

a Chinese patient with burns over 89% of his body. In a meeting with Dr.
Chang Chuan-Klun, Chief of Dermatology at Shanghai RUI-Jin Hospital, we
were informed that a patient with 3rd degree burns over 98% of his body
had been saved with the use of microscopic autografts and heterografts as
well as a special procedure for achieving fluid and electrolyte balance.
Fluid replacement, infection control, and nutrition are of course, Involved
In the treatment. Saving a patient with such severe burns introduces a
moral question about qua ty of life since the scarring produces extreme

'deformities. Dr. Chan( acknowledged this as a problem, but indicated
extreme measures were warranted in order to reinforce the workers' belief
that the government's leaders are committed to the welfare of the workers
and will spare no effort to come to their aid.

Health Policies 4k

The transformation of China from the "Sick Man of Asia "15 to a nation

with an enviable record of progress In health care In Just qv° decades is
the story of starts and stops; of changing political structures; of a tug of
war between scientifically traingl physicians and. Communist Party leaders.

, In prerevolutionary China, the only medical care available to most of
the rural masses and to the majority of urban poor was provided by prac-
titioners of traditional Chinese medicine and herbalists, many of whom were
inadequately trained oven In traditional methods. Western trained physi-

cians were concentrated in the cities as were the minimal medical resources

available . 16

Because of the sad state of the health of the people, health care was
high on the priority list of Chinese Communist Party leaders when the new
government came into power in 1949. At the first National Henith Con-

gress In 1950 a set of principles wns adopted which to this day provides
the framework for the type of health care promoted. For the most part
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the principles were not innovative, but were the legacy of a medical sys-
tem that emphasized prevention, use of paramedics, and mobilization of the
masses. The only principle which deviated from historical practice was thei--v.
mandate to integrate traditional Chinese and Western modlcine.17

Side' described the four precepts as follows:
1. Medicine must servo the working people...workers, peasants-----j

and soldiers.
2. Preventive modleine must be given priority over curative

medicine.
3. Practitioners of Chinese traditional medicine must be "united

with practitioners of Western medicine."
4. Health work must be Integrated with mass movements. 18

China has been notably successful in getting health care to the people
through the use of paramedics. Rural paramedics (barefoot doctors), are
common people, typically farmers, chosen by their comrades because of an
affinity for ministering to the sick or injured. They are give 3 'months

to 1) years of training by a physician in regular classes at the unty or
commune level or instructed by mobilo medical teams. Sent back t6 their
homes to continue the work they did before paramedic training, they work
only part-time as barefoot doctors, undertaking preventive health mea-
sures, treating as many as 20 common illnesses occurring locally and
providing first aid. For example, when efforts were made to improve
sanitation in order to control parasitic 41seases, explicit procedures for
decontaminating urine and feces prior to use in the Belles fertilizer were
developed by sanitation experts at the national level an disseminated at
the local level by barefoot doctors. Barefoot doctors may also distribute

40

birth control pills, devices and information and give Immunizations. If an
epidemic Is threatened, the barefoot doctor becomes the communication
channel for coetrol and prgention at the local level. Trained only to
treat' common disorders, paramedics refer patients with more serious condi-
tions to commune or county facilities.

How effectively barefoot doctors carry out their charge depends on
the confidence patients have In them. Case studies abound on the heroics
of barefoot doctors, but we learned that the system k far from perfect.
In terms of referral ser%;.11"es, the county hospital staffs are strained,
patients requiring hospitalization may have long waits, and the peasants
sometimes ,resent what they consider to be Inferior care. As memories

weaken of prerevolutionary abuses, and a new generation learns of abuses
only second hand, and as expectations of higher quality health care rise,
dissatisfaction is likely to grow. Nevertheless, the system has proven to
be an efficient way to extend scarce medical personnel at minimal cost and
to provide timely treatment for common health problems.

Preparation of paramedics on a large scale was somewhat slow In
coming. In fact It was not until tho Cultural Revolution of the 1960's and
1970's that the fact that a large segment of the Repulation had unmet
health needs was jarred into public consciousness. Preparation of para-
medics In significant numbers began near Shanghai In 1988 and has In-
creased until today i t is estimated that 1,463,000 have been trained. 19

I t

took almost 18 years for this health policy to be successfully Implemented,
requiring politic awareness of the need as well as higher rural IncoMeS to
finance the movement.
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Health care In rural areas Is financed primarily by production bri-
gades with money from public welfare funds. At Double Bridge commune
near Belling. we wore told that the cost of health care is jointly should-
ered by individual members of the commune and the commune as a whole.
A prepaid system is in place, costing the peasants 1 yuan per year,
roughly equivalent to $.60, while the commune allocates 5 yuan per year
per person (about $3.30) for health and welfare. Funds are pooled and
used collectively.

The amount to be contributed to the welfare fund is determined at the
commune level, but the government dictates the percentage of production
to be set aside for welfare purposes. The result is that health care Is
linked to production: the lower production Is, the fewer the funds avail-
able for maintenance of health care facilities.

The health facilities In the 2 communes weirsited were In dramatic
contrast to each other. Double Bridge commune had a 2 story, 30 bed
brick hosptial (and one hospitalized patient), an operating theater, a

poorly equipped gynecological examining room, a pharmacy,, and a lalkora-
tory. The ambience was gray and gloomy. The one physician with whom
we conferred was extremely cooperative and generous 'In sharing informa-
tion', btft4appeared sad and discouraged.

In contrast, the medical facilities at Deng Fang hong commune near
Hefei were brightly y painted In blue and white, cheerful, well equipped by
Chinese stand rds, even boasting an antiquated x-ray machine. The

commune hosp al had 20 hospital beds and was filled; in addition we were
told that 50-1 0 patients were seen daily as outpatient9. Dong Fang Hong

commune appeared to be more prosperous if better maintained and utilized
facilities are signs of prosperity, Generally in communes patients pay a
small sum for visits to ttse health station, Ilo*ever, the officials at Dong
Fang Hong commune explained that Mi members of their commune receive
free medical care, Including maternity care and childbirth.

Preparation of Health Personnel

Medical Education

Preparation of professional medical personnel has undergone substan-
tive changes. China has had essentially a two track system of physician
preparation: those prepared according to traditional Chinese practice

based on philosophical rather than scientific premises (referred to as tradi-
-

none! Chinese medicine) a heritage of more than 4,000 years, and those
prepared according to scientific Western theory and methods (referred to
as western style medicine) brought to China In, the 19th and early 20th
centuries.

4.4

Upon cjraduation from senior middle school (roughly equivalent to our
high school) , students who wish 'to continue on to higher education in
Universities must take nn entrance examination. They may choose an area

of specialty e.g., medicine (traditional or western), engineering, etc.'
Once admitted, however, they may not change the specialty.

Criteria for admission to any type of higher education include moral, 1,
Intellectual, and physical qualifications and aro based In part on appraisals
by people where-the individual works. Candidates must be under ago 2S
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with at least 2 years of rural or factory work experience. They may also
be eligible If they are up to 30 years of age with special skills or good job
experience, were gradUated from senior middle school in 1966 and 1967
when unvorsltles were closed, or are students currently enrolled In senior
middle school who have performed exceptionally well and are recommended
by their s hoot. Today the moral and physical tests are undertaketi only
when the entrance examination is passed. This Is In contrast to admission
standards during the Cultural Revolution when political (moral) Ideology
was paramount in admitting students.- Efforts continue to be made to make
education available to the rural masses as well as to the often better
prepared urban candidates. When applicants are equal In all qualifica-
tions, preference Is given to workers and peasants, to children of worker
and peasant families, and school graduates who have already settled In the
countryside. 20

On the other hand, medical schools are required to give priority
admission to barefoot doctors,21

Applicants who take the entrance exami-
nation must achieve a high score, but If the score Is not high enough for

Oktry to medical school, they may still' be eligible for admission to a nurs-
ing or health technician program.

Medical school preparation today ranges from 3 to 8 years after senior
middle school. During the Cultural Revolution western medical education
was shortened to 3 years. This was a period of great turmoil, with west-
ern type medical faculty accused of being irisensitive to the needs of
workers and peasants and establishing artificial barriers to preserve the
elitism of medical education. Many medical faculty were required to join
mobile medical teams to train barefoot doctors In the rural areas, or simply
to work as farmers in the communes. At Capitol Hospital Medical College
in Beijing, four years elapsed without any physicians being trained, and
its 8 year curriculum was slashed to 3 years. 22

Other medical schools were subjected to similar curricular surgery.
The number of "entljects offered was reduced and content of courses short-
ened. For example, at lhongshan Medical College In Guangdong Province
the number of subjects was Cut in half; from 30 to 15. This drastic
change was accomplished by eliminating "unnecessary subjects" and by
omitting or shortening the content of other subjects. At the same time,
special courses were offered if a high number of cases of a particular
malady was reported In the area. 23 Shortening preparation was Intended
to remove the "fluff" from medical education and to make it more practice
oriented and relevant to the people.

The "open door" Ixtilcy enacted to make medical education more re-
sponsive to peasants and workers has created problems In fostering quality
education. To Implement the policy, commune officials are encouraged to
recommend their most capable barefoot doctors, thus opening up medical
schools to the common people and facilitating greater career mobility. This
would poem to he highly dosireble. Hut In Our diecussions with 'dice'
personnel we were Informed that prior to the 1977 educational poll y n
Which emphasis on academic aptitudll was renewed, students were fre-
quently admitted less on their mental ability than on their moral and
Mica' attributes, social -class background, of4 kdrents of fellow workers

4.4
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e(and peasants. In practice, paramedics from rural ar s often had in-
°adequate academic and scientific backgrounds for advanc d education and

had difficulty with the concentrated curriculum. With the new emphasis on

academic achievement and with a new policy permitting the lengthening and
restructuring of medical curricula, some of the problems) In providing
bettor quality medical education should be resolved.

As a consequence of these conflicting concerns, I.e., Increasing

efficiency arid relevance in medical education, providing equal opportunity
to study medicine, and attaching Importance to quality education, medical
education has been in turmoil for several years. We were advised that the

8-year medical school curriculum has now been reinstated at Capitol

Hospital Medical, College even as the four year Shanghai Second Medical
College curriculum has been restructured to Include a 2; year premedical

period and 11 years of clinical training.
A concerted effort Is being made to restore the dignity and perceived

value of traditional Chinese medicine. Today all medical students study
both Chipese and Western medicine. Western trained and traditional

Chinese practitioners work side by side in hospitals, clinics and mobile
medical units and patients can choose to be treated by either traditional or
western methods. Support is given for using western scientific methods to
study traditional treatments such as acupuncture and herbal medicine and

Ins tes to conduct research on traditional Chinese medicine have been
estabils ed in a number of provinces. As a consequence, an impressive

body scientific literature on the use of traditional Chinese medicine is
accumu tang, as, for example, the research being done on the use of acu-
puncture r anesthesia and diagnostic purposes. One of the alms of

integrating W stern and Chinese medicine Is to combine the best elements
of both to re uce the deficiencies of each In order to create a unique, new
type of Improved health care for the people of China.

Nursing Education

Prior to the Cultural Revolution, nursing education, like hospital

based diploma nursing programs In the U.S., was 3 years long. As with

other curricula during the Cultural Revolution, Nursing programs were
shortened, and much concern about the quality of nursing education was
expressed by nursing le'aders. Thus, In keeping with the renewed aca-
demic emphasis th tfbrd year was reinstated in some programs In 1980.

Accor to e nursing supervisor at Rui-Jin Hospital, students in
the 2-year cl,Irr cui(im go to the wards for clinical experience for a. short
plrlocl right after enrollment. In the first year they also receive instruc-
ticr In basic medical sciences. In the second year, Increasing amounts of

time are spent In different wards.
The three-year curriculum includes basic nursing courses, preclinical

work and clinical practice in the first year. In the second year general
nursing care Is continued, end an area of specialization added. In the
third year student nurses again work on different wards under guidance.
In addition to nursing duties comparable to U.S. nurses,, China's nurses
draw blond, start I.V.'s and have both the right and responsibility to
order medications and laboratory work In the physician's absence,
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Advanced education for teaching is available to nurses In Shanghai.
The best graduates are selected for 2yers of advanced clinical specializa-
tion and are then invited to return to their nursing schools as teachers.
Nurses may also go on to medical school if they can pass the rigorous
entrance examination. 2s .

A goal of the politic& leaders has been to eliminate status differences
between workers at all levels. According to Dr. Ssu Chia-Yu, there Is no
status difference between doctors and nurses despite differences in educa-
tion and responsibility-only different kinds of work. In fact, once a
week, all the doctors and nurses at Hui-An Hospital cooperate In cleaning
the hospital. Further, the salary scales of physicians, nurses, and health
technicians are roughly comparable. At Rut -Jirt Hospital, physicians and
supervising nurses are paid 80 yuan per month (about $54); .technicians
receive 70 yuan and staff nurses 60 yuan. 26

Technician Education

Utilization of health technicians is ftir more limited In the People's
Republic,, than In the U.S. For example, respiratory therapy is not even
an acknowledged discipline. Perhaps the.de-emphasis on high technology
In health care has limited the need for allied health personnel. Only the
larger hosptlais have even such basic diagnostic tools as x-ray equipment.
However, there are preparatory programs for physical therapists, labora-
tory technicians and x-ray technicians In middle grade medical schools In
programs that are adjunct to the medical school. Prior to entering teChni-
clan training, the student has coMpleted 3 years of senior middle school.
After technician preparation and after tiaving worked 5-6 years, a techni-
cian can be promoted to technologist.

Generally, the best of barefoot doctors on communes are chosen to
receive specialized training in midwifery, radiology, laboratory work or
physical therapy. However, some nursing schools are moving toward
providing specializedatraining In certain areas. As this occurs, technician
training Independent of nursing may change.27

Supply of Health Workers
There Is a shortage of health personnel In China despite Its incredible

progress in preparing personnel. At the same time, the balance of higher
quality health facilities still Iles with the urban areas. Nevertheless, In
1980 there were about 1,214,000 hospitd beds In rural areas compered to
11,000\in 1947. A total of 2,7%8,000 medical and health personnel are now
claimed, of which 1,485,000 doctor* nurses and pharmacists work in the
count rys ide . 28

I
ClitIcs of China's Health Care

China's health care system has been transformed from one of concen-
trated care for a privileged few and no care for millions of common people
to one that provides accessible, though modest, care for nearly 1 billion

o citizens, and that has eliminated most of the plagues that debilitate people
of developing countriei, ThIS progress has prompted political analysts to
try to ferret out the causes for such n spectacular change.
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It Is tempting to point to a few policies and attribute undue value to
their Impact. But the story of China's change is extremely complex.
Though western observers view China's progress with admiration, the
narrative is one of high Ideals coupled with tensions between groups with
conflicting values; of a leader who, with charisma, humanistic philosophy,
and political astuteness was able to mobilize the common people and to some
extenteTrol ambitious bureaucrats and policy makers; of economic poli-
cies that saimetimes indirectly creat China's n1 health system.

According to Blendon, lemon c policies have aped China's health
care:

1. The use of capital resources to develop heavy basic indus-
tries

2. Minimizing Imports
3. of public and community services at the ex-

nse of individual consumer goods
4. an on private economic activity
5. Consolidation of small, private farms Into a few large,

publicly owned communes
6. Assignment of profestionals to career locations
7. Restriction of geographic mobility
8. Maintenance of a Isrge home-based army
9. Control of wages

10. Exclusion of "free" or independent profesilons29

These policies, which mirror the workings of the broader economic system
have had both direct and indirect consequences for health care. For

example, the use of funds to develop heavy Industry made funds unavail-
able for medical technologies such as surgical equipment, x-ray equipment
and CAT scanners;' and unavailable for even such modest equipment as
typewriters, dental equipment and laboratory equipment."

the ban on private economic activity has prevented the development
of a dual health care system; i.e., one system growing out of pressures
for quality from better educated, middle Income NmIlles, and a second
system for the rural and urban poor. At the same time, the exclusion of
indepandbnt professions has brought medicine undbr the control of the
government and has prevented the development of the Kind of restrictive
regulations which have prevented nurse practitioners, physician's assis-
tants, and paramedics In the U.S. from being utilized to provide primary
care even on a limited basis. Consequently, Ina was able to thin its
barefoot doctor* in huge numters, give them the honorable title of "doc-
tor", and use them to provide service for common problems at the grass
roots level that In the U.S. Is restricted to highly educated physicians.

The assignment of professionals to career locations and the restriction
of geogra phic mobility has minimized maldistribution of health workers while
preUrirng the development of pockets of poverty In city slums. In the
U.S. some affluent, desirable communities 'have a physician on every
corner, figuratively speaking, while some rural communities have ribpri-
mary care practitioners at all. This situation simply does not exist In

China because health professio is are ass nod career posts and can
change only with special governilintal permits; .

Governmental control of wages has prevented th escalation of health
care costs arising from labor and union negotiation: ecause the govern-
MOW sets salary levels, Chinese salaries constitute leas then 25% of the

total hospital hefleoreparad to 55% in U.S.31
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Finally, the organization of small farms into publi ly owned communes
and the retention of a home based army have made allable a network of
resources. that can be utllyted to carry out mass cam aigns for labor inten-
sive projects to eliminate health hazards; for ample, destruction of
breeding sites for disease carrying pests and t eatment of human waste
before use as fertilizer.

Health Policies
Mao's approach was marked by great pr ess and stops. Dissatisfied

by failure of political leaders to institute , is policies, he launched the
Cultural Revolution before testing Xut the idea--with resulting social
chaos. Mao's form of socialism was Fharacterized by conflict among

groups, by using noninstltutional ways
/ /for achieving objectives, and by

intensively trying to change people's attitudes. He fostered mass par-
ticipation in national decision making And policy Implementation and, usingia rural thrust to produce economic growth, harnessed the energy of the
nation by appealing to the masses and to group goals (build a strong
socialist society). Part of his genius lay In Involving people at the grass
roots level, thus being able to win a large amount of popular support from
the masses against a smalionumber of elite.32 Oksenberg attributes the
success of China's health policies to Mao's personal commitment to health,
the existence of a mass campaign approach, and the'develapment of a large
public health bureaucracy Infused with concern for the public interest.33

Although the successes during Mao Tse-Tung's leadership were im-
pressive there were also failures. The "Great Leap Forward," of the
1950's which stands out as one of the more obvious failures, nearly
plunged the nation into economic chaos. The Cultural Revoldtion of the
late 1960's and early 1970's got out of hand and resulted in sometimes
wildly destructive behavior. Some of our hosts felt that education In

China had been set back 10 years or more because of the Cultural
Revolution. Yet happenings in the Cultural Revolution also made public
the many unmet needs of the masses, resulted in training hundreds of
thousands of paramedics to staff' health stations at the grass roots level- -
In communes, factories, and neighborhood health centers, and brought the
educated elite to interact with the rural underprivileged.

China's Health Traditions

Lampton points out that China's health policies have evolved' from the
"accumulated experiences and resources of Chinese traditional diagnostic
and therapeutic practices, western style medicine and the revolu unary
health system built by the Red Army In the 1930's and 191101s."34 The

theory and practice of traditional Chinese medicine is ancient. It Wr
apparently first recorded In the "Yellow Emperor's ClassiC of internal
Medicine." While the exact date of this work Is unknown, it was written
as a dialigue between the 'allow Emperor (2697-25.97.8.C.) and his court
physician in which the ' physician explained the origins of and cures for
diinke as well as the key for maintaining health. The central idea of
teartIonal Chinese medicine is preventing Illness. Thus Mao Tse-Tung's
emphasis on prevention Is completely consistent with this tradition.35
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Traditional Chinese medicine, widely acceptell by the Chinese people,
employed the use of herbs that could bet grown on Chinese soil and tech-
niques such as acupuncture that did not require expensive, technoidgIcally
sophisticated equipment. Therefore, emphasizing this type of medical

care; giving It prestige status and urging Its integration with western
style medicine was also a logical development for an impoverished country.

The need to affirm the nature of traditional Chinese medicine grew

out of the disrepute Into which It had fallen as increasing numbers of
western trained physicians rejected it as unscientific at the same time that
their political power grew. By the time of liberation, there was little
pride in the heritage of traditional Chinese medicine or in western medi-
cine. Yet western medicine was regarded with ambivalence because of its
roots in humiliation and weakness--an outcome of its association with mis-
sionary medicine, foreign invasion and exploitation, 36 Thus Mao's charge
to integrate traditional and western style medicine was an effort to create
a new, uniquely Chinese medicine that would use the best of both medical
approaches.

The Red Army, In Its guerrilla warfare of the 1930's and 1940's was
faced with limited economic resources, enormous health problems and few
physicians. Consequently, the medical system It built was f necessity
based on the use of paramedics, an emphasis on preventio , the use of
traditional medicine and mass mobilization. This "tradition provided the
basis for future health policy and set the stage for conflict between the
urban oriented curative health system led by educated, western trained
physicians and a guerrilla medical tradition. 37

The presence of a well practiced tradition paved the way for accep-
tance of principles With which masses of the people were already familiar.
Mao's political skill made it possible for these principles to prevail even In
the face of resistance by the westernized medical leaders who wanted to
emphasize values familiar to us in the U.S., namely curative medical care,
research on exotic conditions, and use of costly technological flventions.

Mao Tse-Tung's Philosophy
Although historical evolution provided the foundation for the 4 tenets

of health that shaped the character of post liberation health care, the
success of their Implementation was influenced by Mao's commitment to

health care. Mao Tse-Tung was concerned about peopleespecially the
poor, the sick, the hungrx, the disenfranchised. He emphasized coopera-

tive enterprise and a government organized to enable mass participation by

the people. Mao's philosophy of "Democratic Centralism" tested In Yanan

Province between 1931 and 1949, Was based on the principle "from the

people to the people" which meant that the masses had to be consulted,

decisions made on the basis of that consultation, and then the decisons
explained to the masses. In other words, In modern organization jargon, a #

system was developed to foster two-way communication.
Mao was also able to persuade the comMon people that the way out of

their misery was through cooperative methods, and part of his persuasive-
ness grew out of 'a belief that the peasants first had to tbelleve In thie;;:
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selves. To encourage self confidence In Yanan Province, the peasants
were urged to ,express their anger and frustration over their oppressive
landlords in what was known as "Speak the Bitterness" sessions. Accord-
ingto Del Rio, at first the peasants were hesitant, than after they started
It was as If flood gates had burst. Thus Mao legitimized openness and
ventilation of anger, and 1p so doing won the hearts and loyalty of the
people. 38

After generations of learning to survive by "kowtowing" to whomever
was In power and suppressing their anger, the peasants would never have
spoken out if their leaders had chosen an authoritarian, domineering style
of leadership. The cadres (bureaudratic officials) were required to go to
the villages, live with the peasants, work with them and earn their respect
by learning froim them. The peasants were taught new ways by demon-

1 stration, not by being commanded, an approach which further encouraged
democratic participation.39" ----,

Those principles Underscored post-liberation health policy and help to
explain the national organizational structure that evolved. They also help
to.explain the general sense of relative contentment, rather than sullen-
ness and hostility that recent foreign visitors have consistently observed.

Adding further to confidence of the masses was the economic and
political organization of the communes. Iri contrast to the Soviet model,
what the peasant produces through collective efforts, stays in the commune
to develop schools, technical institutes, modest modernization of agricul-
tural methods, health clinics and commune health centers. 40 Thus the
peasants at the local level are able to experience the fruits of their labor,
although production is subject to taxation.

Although the influenge.of Meo Tse-Tung's phi! sophy is seen through-
out the policies and practices of health care In C a, the development of
China's health care system did not always proceed according to Mao's
wishes, nor was he totally successful in shaping health programs (during
his regime. The conflict between Mao's mandates awl the values of the
professionally dominated Ministry of Public Health Is an example in point.
The Ministry of Health, in 1957-58, chose to subtly Ignore his wishes or

/execute them selectively." This led to the following attack on . the
Ministry of Health by Mao on June 26, 1965, shprtly before the Cultural

.
Revolution.

iftk,4
Tell the Ministry of Public Health that it only worksiffiTt 15% of U...1

...,..1the populaton of the country and that this 15% Is mainly core- Cr) Pposed of gentlemen, while the broad masses of the peasants do 'CCnot get apy medical treatment. First, they don't have any . .1doctors; second, they don't have any medicine. T Ministry of - ...
Public Health is not a Ministry of Public Health f the people, . ,

.so why not change the name to the Ministry of Urban Health, - "
the Ministry of Gentlemen' Health, or even to the Ministry of ,....a:

Urban Gentlemen's Health." i

Known as the "June 26 directive," the statement presented se4iral sug- L,..')
gestions for action. e C.)

Three years In medical school after primary hoot are enough.
Less men and materials Should be devoted to.... hly complex )
and hard to cure diseases- -and more should be devoted to the ll
prevention and Improved treatment of common diseases.

t
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All doctors except those who are nRit extremely proficient should
go to the rural villages to practice.'"

,These proclamations led to the chaotic reformations of medical education
and practice described earlier; but at the same time they stimulated cre-
ative efforts to prevent and treat common ailments.

National Network

The political structure established after liberation became the frame-
work for a powe5ful national network of communication. Broad general
goals and policies are developed at the national level by the communist
party elite and are not subject to review. Translation of these goals Into
concrete programs is left to the lower units of government; thus inno-
vation, flexibility and local Initlatve are encouraged. A critical cog In the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) -political machinery is commmunication with
the masses of people, for the aim of policy is to change attitudes as well
as practices and attitudes can be changed only If WI people are involved.
Thus small study groups are formed at the grass roots level. In' the rural
areas these occur in the production teams; in the cities In the neighbor-
IIITM"Itines. During the 1970's the groups usually met once a week to
study official Ideology, latest policies and newspapers and to practke
criticism, including self-criticism. Individual suggestions and reactions
from the common people on the best way* to pursue goals and accomplish
tasks were both solicited and heard.41

However, today there are Indications of less interest and activity
among .study groups. In fact, we were told that many study groups tend
to meet sporadically in contrast to meeting weekly during the Cultural
Revolution. This trend Is unfortunate since the meetings provide *chan-
nel for feedback from the people to the policy makers as well as from the
policy makers to the people.

Administratively the national government is organized into provincial
level units which Include provinces, autonomous regions, and three cen-
trally administered. Some provinces have special districts, generally
consisting of one or two cities and a dozen or more counties. The cities
are further organized Into districts which are in turn divided Into neigh-
borhoods. The neighborhoods are made up of residential units and the
residential units or lanes are comprised of resident groups of 15-40 house-

.

holds.

The counties similarly are divided Into three administrative levels.
The production team, generally a natural village of up to 25 to 40 house-.,
holds, Is the basic unit. The next level is, the production brigade which
may encompass as many as 100 production -teams. Finally, the commune

will be comprised of 10,000 to 60,000 people organized Into about 15 bri-
gades.

The health care system Is regionally administered and follows the

political organization of the CCP. Health care services are provided at
every level, with barefoot doctors In the rural areas and red medical
workers In the cities providing care at the basic levels, and more highly
trained health personnel rirovidIng care at the commune, county and city
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levels. upervision and control is both vertical and horizontal, ensuring
that party Ilcies Will be implemented.42

4Questions outithe Future
Today( Is being de emphasized and the near-deification of Mao

downplayed. The effect of this change on China's health care policies
remains to. be seen. Among the questions of the future 'bre:
1 Will communications to and from the common people continue to be

fostered? The ingenious .poiltical network that has also served well as

a health policy communication network has been an important factor In
developing commitment to change among China's vast populatiOn. It
has also been important in mobilizing the people for mass campaigns to
treat and prevent common Illnesses. There may be a question of the
process becoming weakened If less participation in local study groups
becomes a universal phenomenon.

2. Will the basic rInci les of Mao's hiloso h endure wit out the asso-
ciation with his public lags ±? From our observations, commitment to
the integration of Chinese and western style medicine is a source of
national pride. That pride is reinforced by scientific research into
traditional Chinese medicine. The, use of paramedics Is well estab-
lished an emphasis on prevention has pretven exceptionally success-
ful. On the other hand, problems with the type of medical education
advocated by Mao are giving way to a return to the more traditional
form of preparation. Without the dynamic leadership of a philosopher/
politician such as Mao Tse-Tung, China Iv likely to have periodic
struggles for power by an elite such as the "Gang of Four." The
"Gang of Fur" engendered the hostility of the people by their self
Indulgence ".nd lack of sensitivity to the people's real needs while
trying to implement policies supposedly In the interests of the masses.,

The question then becomes one of who will win out In these struggles
wFthout a leader like Mao?

The genius of Mao's leadership wasihis overriding belief in the intelli-
gence, creativity, and collective power of the masses of 'common people.
His commitment to their development through free speech, through involve-
ment In policy Influence, and through education rather than domination are
both consistent with universal principles of good organizational management
and keystones to the success of China's health policies. But will ChiniVs
current leaderShip, as It attempts to modernize the nation, retain thotle
principles of Maoism that are consistdnt with human development? If these

#truths are remembered, valued, and acted upon, ntinuing creative solu-
tions to fChina's enormous health challefiges are likely, to be ongoing.
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